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L.A. Convention 

Union emocracy 
vs- UAW Leaders 

by Neal Goldberg 

.AMID BALLOONS, banners, and 
organ music nearly 6,000 people-more 
than 3,000 delegates plus alternates, offi
cers, board members, staff, and visitors
met in Los Angeles from June 2 to 7 for
the 24th United Auto Workers (UAW) 
Constitutional Convention. For five days 
these delegates, representing almost 1.4 
million union members in the U.S. and 
Canadl), listened to speeches by political 
and trade-union celebrities, reports on 
union business, and prearranged conven

..d tion debate. 
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Rising Ulst~r Nationalism 
The ostensible reason they were 

brought to South&n California was to 
elect their national and regional officers 
and to vote on changes in the UAW con
stitution. They were not to discuss bar
gaining issues, such as wages, benefits, or 
conditions in, the plants. These items are 
s11ppos,e~ to. be taken up.at a different~ 
con\'ention in 1976,-the year for nt:gotia-

Fremont plant in California, whose mem
bers had been elected to key offices in 
the local on a reform program of equal 
rights for women-and minorities. And 
the third was the Auto Workers Action 
Caucus, the newest and apparently 
smallest group, dominated by the Com
munist Party, aRd maiplY. from the East. 
There was also a scattering of other weak 
in-plant caucuses. Yet, as a body, the 
opposition could only muster a few hun
dred delegate votes. And, at least on 
paper, they were agreed on only one 
issue-to struggle for greater democracy 
within the union. 

.N. Irish Strike Succeeds 
~~"''l#"">!i':""'#' 

~~,- by Mal',ga,et Fay 

THE GENERAL strike of Protestant 
workers in Northern Ireland ended 
May 29 in complete victory for the or
ganizers, the Ulster Workers' Council. 
The strikers successfully sabotaged the 
six-month-old Sunningdale Agreement 
that had been imposed on the Protes
tant community in December, 1973, 
after 21 months of direct British rule. 
This settlement had been negotiated by 
the Prime Ministers of England and 
Eire (Southern Ireland), and the ex
Prime Minister of Northern Ireland, 
Brian Faulkner. 

The inherent flaw of the Sunningdale 
Agreement was its assumption that 
politics has nothing to do with econo
mics. On the one hand, through the 
mechanism of a "power-sharing" execu
tive (i.e., four of its 11 members would 
be representatives of the Ulster_ 
Cat~10lic community), it attempted to 
restore the constitutional status of the 
Northern Irish community as a viable 
self-governing state separate from the 
rest of Ireland. Yet the 11 members of 
the Executive were to be appointed by 
the British government, not elected by 
the people of Northern Ireland. On the 
·other hand, it established an ·an-Ireland 
Council, whose goal was to integrate the 
economies of Northern and Southern. 
Ireland into a rationalized system. 

Having reached this settlement, 
British and Irish politicians thought they 
could Teturn to the business of running 
their own countries, relieved that the 
problem of Northern Ireland had finally 
been settled. Nothing could have been 
farther from the truth. The paper har
mony of the Sunningdale Communique 
immediately increased the insecurity of 
the daily lives of the people of North~rn 
Ireland. 

The IR;\, insulted by the Irish 
government's. sell-out in accepting the 
continued partition of Ireland', under
took•a bombing campaign across the 
border. The Protestants, interpreting the 
Council of Ireland as an all-Ireland Par-· 
liarnent (in which they would inevitably 
be the minority), forced the resignation 
of Faulkner from the leadership of the 

• Unionist Party (the majority Protestant 
party that has always occupied the 
government of Northern Ireland during 
the fifty years of its existence). How-

..ever, Faulkner refused to step down as 
chief of the Executive and on· Decem
ber 31 the Executive was sworn in with 
Faulkner at its head to take over the 
unenviable task of governing Northern 
Ireland. ' 

THE BRITISH GENERAL ELECTION 

The Protestants did not immediately 
resort to militant action. They still had 
the hope of bringing down the Execu
tive through the British political system. 
In February, 1974, the people of 
Northern Ireland joined the British 
electorate at the polls to elect 12 repre
sentatives from Ulster to sit in the 
Westminster Parliament. , 

(Continued on back page) 

••tions on the next contract. Rather, the 
real purpose of this mammoth gathering 
was to- give the top UAW leaders a -chance 
to tighten their bureaucratic grip on the 
union, enabling them to further ignore 
the problems of the rank and file. 

RANK-AND-FILE OPPOSITION 

On the convention floor, the main 
opposition to this trend came out of 

; three small but active rank-and-file 
groups. The first, and largest, was the 
United National Caucus, originally drawn 
from the ranks of the skilled tradespeople, 
but now under the influence of the Inter
national Socialists. The ·second was the 
independent Brotherhood Caucus, cen
tered in the General Motors (GM) 

·Two key issues-a longer three-year 
term for top officers and the majority 
right to reject contract settlements
hung over th~ dele_gates. But only the 
question of the three-year term provoked 
a real floor fight and potential challenge 
to the leadership. 

Since the mid-fifties the UAW has 
bargained in three-year cycles, but the 
conventions, and the election of national 
officers, have taken place every two. 

(Continued on back page) 

Fighting Utility Monnpolies 
by Jim Shoch 

(The fallowing article is reprinted from 
the•'May-15, 1974, issue of the San 
Francisco Socialist Coalition newspaper, 
Common-Sense.) 

"I am angry with everyone," exclaimed 
Teresa Gilligan recently. "Tell the power 
lobby to go sit on a high-voltage wire." 
She is one of the 16,000 Boston-area 
residents who have stopped paying their 
utilities bills to protest Boston Edison's 
soaring rates. 

The story is much the same every
where. In-New York City, consumers 
have disrupted Public Service Commission 
hearings on proposed Consolidated Edi
son rate increases, calling Con Ed execu
tives "greedy animals." 

In North Carolina, consumers fight
ing a Duke Power rate increase have 
allied themselves with miners in Harlan, 
Kentucky, who are ~triking a Duke Power 

subsidiary for union recognition. 
In San Francisco, Electricity and Gas 

for People (E&GP) is fighting PG&E's 
proposed $233 million rate incre'ase 
vowing to "Turn PG&E [Pacific Gas and 
Electric] Around." 

All over the nation, workers and con
sumers are fighting the utilities monopo
lies for lower and fairer rates and are 
winning some important victories. 

WHY UTILITIES? AND WHY NOW? 

The utilities industry in this country 
isn't just big business; it's the_ biggest 
business. In 1971, for example, the 200 
major "investor-owned utilities" (IOU's), 
which supply 78% of the country's elec
tricity, spent $12 billion on new facilities, 
bringing their total invested capital to 
$90 billion. (Most of the companies ex
pect to double their total investment in 
_the next five years.) In the same.year•, 
1971, the entire American automobile 
industry spent only $1.8 billion on new 
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equipment and plants, while the whole 
U.S. steel industry invested just $1.2 
billion.· 

Utilities in this country are "regulated," 
but, as is true of almost every such indus
try, the various state Public -Ut~ties:and 
Public Service Commissions are largely 
controlled by the very companies they're 
.supposed to regulate. Gas and electric 
rate increase requests have traditionally 
been rubber-stamped, and the power 
companies have raked in fat and virtually 
guaranteed profits of 10-13% on common 
stock. 

But times are changing. In the past 
few years, and particularly in the last 
several months, the big utilities have been 
faced with rising oil, natural gas, and 
coal costs due to t4e developing "energy 
crisis." In addition, interest rates have 
been skyrocketing as the big banks, on 
which the utilities industry depends, 
have sought to keep pace ·with ( or ahead 
of) inflation. Finally, the growth of 
energy consumption, which the utilities 
have done so much to promote over the 
years, has begun to slow down as 
American families feel the strain on their. 
budgets and start to economize on their 
use of gas and electricity. 

(Continued on·page 4/ 
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Sxnan Agreement .. 

Palestinians at Center Stage 
by Fred Lowe and Susanne Roff-Lowe 

IT TOOK THIRTY-four days and 
nights of shuttle diplomacy for Henry 
Kissinger to knock some sense into the 
heads of Arabs and Israelis' who have 
been at each other's throats-for theY-ast 
twepty-seven years. In the process of 
bringing peace to the area, he was able, 
.according to the western press, to make 
"friends" of former "enemies" like 
Sadat of Egypt and Assad of Syria. 
Under Kissinger's tutelage Sadat and 
Assad were· quick to see the logic of 
sigrting troop disengagement agreements 
and the value of friendly coexistence 
with their Israeli neighbors and friends. 

The most important questibn that 
remains before Kissinger and the- Arabs 
now is the Palestinian issue. According 
to the New York Times, "The leaders 
of the Palestinian movement face the 
vital choice of defying the most power
ful Arab governments or taking part.in 
the move towards a negotiated settle
ment of the Arab Israeli conflict that 
these governments now advocate. This 
perhaps is the most important single 
result of the a'greement." · 

THE OCTOBER WAR 

The October war was fought by 
Sadat and Assad to alleviate the pres
sures on their domestic front brought 
about by the political deadlock that 
followed the I 967 defellt. The War was 
to be brief and aimed as a steppingstone 
towards a negotiated mid-East settle
ment. Then a ceasefire was quickly · 
signed and the stage for negotiations 
Was set. 

Sadat declared a limited war of 
attrition on the Suez canal and Assad 
did the same on the Golan Heights in 

Sadat, who represents the new 
bourgeoisie in Egypt, was only too 
happy to bring back the status _quo 
und~r the tutela·ge of tire U.S. Indeed, 
an argument can be made that one of
Sadat's goals when Egypt crossed Suez 
was to gain admittance into the U. S. 
imperialist family in the mid-East.-(see 
NAM Newspaper, May,,1974, "Mid-East 
War- U.S. Only Winner) Kissinger sud
denly became Sadat's "friend and brother, 
Dr. Henry," diplomatic ties wit.h the U.S. 
were renewed, and Israel's evacuation of 
the canal zone was hailed as a miracle 
and victory. •Thus Kissinger was abli; to 
temporarily overcome his first crisis-the 
Egyptian front. After Egypt's disengage
ment, Faisal of Saudi Arabia lifted the 
half-hearted oil embargo, and Kissinger 
turned his attention to the Syrian front. 

In Syria, Kissinger found President 
Assad ready to sign an agreement 'pro
vided that he could be guaranteed that 
radical forces within Syria would not 
overthrow him. After thirty-four days 
and nights of negotiations, and promises 
of financial aid from the U.S. and Saudi 
Arabia, Assad decided to take a chance. 
Kissinger got Assad a few crumbs froin 
Israel, such as Quneitra and part of the 
Golan Heights. In return he provided 
Israel with a breathing spell to rebuild 

Palestinian refugee camps after ex-CJ.A: 
chief Helms gave the signal to do so. 
Recently, Israeli jets attacked crowded 
camps in Lebanon and almost razed them 
to the ground. In all cases the Palestinians 
seem to suryive and strengthen their 
resolution to struggle. The Palestinians 
within occupied territory are agitating 
and a genocide in Lebanon will not guar-

"' antee a solution to the problem: 
In essence, Kissinger has only one 

option-to obtain Palestinian participa
tion in a settlement. A Palestinian pre
sence i'n Geneva would legitimi_ze a 
capitulation agreement signed by Syria, 
Egypt, and Jordan. Since the·only legiti
mate Palestinian representation, in the 
eyes of the masses, is the Palestine 
Liberation Organization (PLO), it is 
obvious that the PLO has to be seated 
in Geneva. 1 

At the time of this writing, I 50 mem
bers of the Palestine National Council, 
the parliament of the PL-0, opened a 
four-day meeting in Cairo to discuss two 
agenda items: the question of participat
ing in-the Gepeva Peace Talks, and 
whether to create a separate state in the 
West Ban'k and the Gaza strip if those 
territories are relinquished by Israeli ' 
occupation forces. 

! 
P.D.F.L.P. Leader Hawatmeh 

Palestinian authority instead of coming 
under the control of Jordan, which had 
occupied the West Bank after the 1948 
war. 

The moderate position also agrees 
that the Pal~stinians should send a dele
gation to the Geneva Peace Conference 
if the U.S. and the Soviet Union, the 
two co-chaircountries, invite the Pales
tinians to participate on an equal basis 
with the. national delegations-from 
Egypt, Israel, Jordan, and Syria. 

There is another condition for parti
cipation, namely that the terms of 
teference of the conference be changed 
to include the legitimate national 
rights of the Palestinians. The conference 
now is b&sed on the Security Council's 
resolution 242 of November 22, 1967, 
which mentions the refugee problem but 
not the rights of the Palestinians., 

The moderates make it.clear that 
they will not recognize Israel in exchange 
for the mini-state they are demanding. 
On the contrary, they claim this mini-

, state is to become a Palestinian Hanoi 
from which ·guerrilla activity can be 
launched against Israel to .recoup the 
rest of Palestine and:fulfill their strate
gic goals. 

..,.._ 

order to satisfy more militant tenden
cies,who saw the advantage of pressing 
tfie oattle~ fn the meantime', Israel's . 
government was dn the verge of collapse,.\ , -
the Palestinian guerrillas stepped up 

To this the radicals reply: Do you 
think that Kissinger and Rabin will give 
you a Palestinian Hanoi at the Geneva 
Conference? The only way Israel will 
withdraw from any territory is by estab
lishing a demilitarized puppet state under 
reactionary leadetship that recognizes 
Israel's right to exist. The prict for with-

. drawal will be Paltst-inian C!,:>ncession of -""'~-
1:heirn.ist.Qrical t:laimJ o thaAVh.o!.e't>Viiil•-arw,••--~-~" 
Palestine-which means the surrender of ~;t-... 

attacks within occupied territory, and 
more pressure was put on Saudi Arabia 
to use the oil weapon. 

Under those circumstances, the U.S. 
felt it had to act fast in order to preserve 
its vast interests in the region. Kissinger 
was sent to the area to contain the 
political unrest that could lead to the 
fall of Sadat, As~ad, and Meir and trans
form the political scene in the Middle 
East. His first task was to obtain a dis
engagement on the Egyptian-Israeli 
front. 

Palestinian Refugee Camp in Jordan 

its shattered economy, consolidate its 
political leadership, and heal its wounded 

,national psyche. 

THE PALESTINIANS NEXT 

Having strengthened his hand and 
neutralized some of the secondary fires, 
Kissinger will now turn his attention to 
the Palest!J}ian problem, which has been 
the focus of -of the Arab national liberation 
struggle during.the past two-and-a-half 
decades. The large Arab left will never 
accept the legitimacy of any Arab gov
ernment that sells the Palestinian 
national righ_ts and recognizes the Zionist 
fait-accompli. Kissinger knows tfiat only 
too well-and he knows that in order to 
buy another ten yl;!ars of peace in the 
mid-East with an uninterrupted supply 
6f oil he has to somehow deal with the 
Palestiqians .. If Sadat, Assad, and Hussein 
go to the Geneva Peace Conference and 
sign a peace treaty with Israel, it is very 
likely they will be overthrown the next 
day .. .in the same way the entire'gener
ation of Arab kings and presidents (who 
tried to come ,to an accommodation with 
Israel after 1948) were 1,ither assassinated 
or overthrown by nationalist elements. 

This leaves Kissinger two avenues for 
dealing with the Palestinians. He can 
either physically exterminate them or 
force them into a· settlement. In 1970 
Hussein bombarded Palestinian camps 
.and ki!Jed 20,000 Palestinians in ten days, 
mostly women and children. In May 1973 
Lebanon ased its air force to bombard 

These two issues are being debated 
among the Palestin.ians between the 
"moderate" and "radical" guerrilla fac
tions. The moderates include the leader
ship of al-Fatah, the largest guerrilla 
group, al-Saiqa, which is under Syrian 
influence, and the Democratic Popular 
Front for the Liberation of Palestine. 
The major c;onstituen_ts of the radical 
front are the Popular Front for the 
Liberation of Palestine, under George 
Habash's leadership, and the Iraqi
backed Arab Liberation Front. 

MODERATE-RADICAL DEBATE 

Contrary to reports in the western 
press, the moderates will not accept a 
Palestinian mini-state in exchange for 
recognition of Israel. Both the radical 
and moderate factions believe in the 
creation of a democratic secular state 
in the whole of Palestine where all 
,people can live together in justice. The 
disagreement'stems from the tactical 
issues in the present stage of struggle. 

The moderate forces favor an interim 
solution where the PLO would. have 
national jurisdiction over any of the 
Palestinian territories evacuated by 
Israel. The moderate leaders agree to 
set up a Palestinian National Authority 
over the patts of Palestine occupied by 
Israel in 1967, notably the West Bank of 
the Jordan River and the Gaza strip. The 
basic idea islhat if Israel were forced fo 
evacuate any part of the West Bank this 
area should be put under independent 

the revolution. 
T_he moderates reply: we do not have 

to depend on Kissinger to obtain a 
national state. We will push for such a 
state wi,th the help of our friends at the 
peace conference: the Soviet Union, 
Syria, and Egypt. 

The r?dicals reply: Under the present 
conditions, the Soviet UJ1ion would not 
favor a Palestinian Hanoi that would 
endanger "detente." As for Sadat, it is 
quite abvious that the last thing he wants 
to see now is a Palestinian Hanoi that 
-will reinforce the left and the revolution
ary forces in the Arab world. It is impor
tant to see that the Arab capitalist 
regimes are ready to capitulate to imper-
ialism and cannot be depended upon as 
reliable allies. Under the present condi
tions, our presence in Geneva will only 
strengthen the hands of the ·sadats and 
the Kissingers in their implementation of 
capitulation. If the resistance wants to 
continue the struggle, then it should be 

- agitating with the masses and not in the 
halls of the Geneva Conference. Our 
role is to expose the capitulationists and 
to pursue the long struggle. If Hussein · 
does take over Palestinian territory, we 
will continue the struggle against him as 
we are presently doing. 

The question the Palestinian leaders 
like Arafat will have to answer at "the 
Palestinian National Conference is what 
price will have to be paid for their parti
cipation in Geneva? If Habash and the 
radicals split from the PLO at this crucial 
phase, would it not discredit the partici
pation of the other groups, and Arafat? 
On the other hand, not participating 
would probably bring down a strong 
repression from Israel and some Arab 
countries. • 

The New. American Movement· (NAM) exisu to help.organize-a movement for. demo
cratic socialism in the United States. Our aim is to establish working-class control of th.e 
enormous prodac:tlw qpacity of American in_dustry, to Create-• society that will provi~ 
material comfort and security for all people, and in which the full and free development 
'of fNflfY _individual will be'lhe"bHic-goal. Such a society will strive for ~ntralization 'of. 
decision making..,n end to. bureiucratic rule, and perticipatiOfl of all people 1'1 shaping_ 
their own lives and the direction of society. We believe the elimination of sexist 11nd racist 
institutions and the dismantling of American econoinic'and. social control abroad. a.re cen
tral to the _struggle lor socialism. 
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Miners and Blacks Unite 
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homeland" which South African whites 
plan to keep for 1themselves after current 
na_!.iye resettlement plans are ~onclt;1ded. 

Stop s. African. Coal Imports 
Connie Mulder, a prospective pnme 

minister in the South Afric;m govern
ment, visited Washington in hnuary 
seeking new agreements for technical and 
raw material ties with the U. S. He also 
made a secret trip to the Pentagon, 
reportedly to work out military plans 

Miners protest S. Africa coal imports photo- from· UMW Journal 

by Harry C. Boyte 

THE IMMINENT arrival of a ship 
bringing South African coal to the 
United States sparked wideranging pro
tests in the last week of May. Mounting 
opposition to the coal was voiced b_Y 
mine workers, third world, and envn~n
mental repre~entatives, in what promises 
to be a new fight agamst threats to 
American jobs and U. S. corporate and 
governmental complicity in South 
African apartheid. 

POLLUTION EXCUSE 

for the Indian Ocean. According to the 
American Metals Market of January 25, 
l 974, American government and industry 
officials were "receptive to reopening the 
door to closer cooperation between the 
U. S. and mineral-rich South Africa, 
though_ soine natural skepticism was 
visible." 

APARTHEID IN THE MINES 

,South Africa's policy of racial apart
heid is stark and glaring in the country's 
mines. The ratio of white to black 

· workers' incomes is now 20 to 1, with 
blacks averaging $30 a month. Mine 

The coal shipment was the firSt of conditions are reported to be very hazard-
2½ million tons bought by the Southern ous, though accurate accident rates are 
Company, a subsidiary of Gulf_ Power impossible to determine. Low-cost coal 
Company, from the South Afncan gov- constitutes a threat to U.S. mine workers' 
ernment last December. Company spokes- jobs, and in fact about 375 workers are 
men indicated that more South African expected to be out of work because of 
coal may be purchased unless pollution the initial Southern Company deal. 
control Jegislati0)1 now in effect is On May 22 over 1,,000 miners from 
amended. The company claims it must a dozen locals, community residents, 
buy low sulfur coal from abroad to meet and others picketed the annual stock-
environmental Jaws which go into effect holders' meeting of the Southern Com-
in 1975. Critics maintain tha1 the com- pany. The picke1 and concluding rally, 
pany has not moved to develop emis~ion organized by the "Coalition to Stop 
control equipment that would allow it South African Coal," protested "U.S. 
to_ use higher sulfur_ domestic coal. corporate and government support for 

The coal agreement represents a colonial oppression in South Africa" 
breakthrough for the Soutµ African and declared support for the "struggle of 
government, which has be~n seekin~ a U.S. miners.against Southern Company 
partnership with the United States m and other energy monopolies." 
Presiaent Nixon's "Project· Independence," Meanwhile in Washington, Charles 
the plan for "energy self-sufficiency" by Rangel (D., N'. Y.) of the Congressional -
J 980. It is the first important sale of Black Caucus declared the caucus' oppo-
South African bituminous coal abroad. sition to the coal shipment. "The pur-

0 V. ,. FSM Bituminous coal makes up 95% of chase "said RangeI;''sustains aiid 1 .ears ·After South Africa's domestic productio~, but_ enco~rages the growth of the most racist 
until recently it was con~umed entirely government in the world, and threatens 

Cal St de t-
1 0th in domestic uses. The ¥overnment has . . jobs of American miners."• 

U n S ers now developed new rail and exp?rt fac1h- · 

' 

· • _ 'ties fcirlJituminous,coal exp~rt..at· (The above article was prepared with the 
· • 4 "' • • ,~ ~ ~ "'·=* -- ~ ~ -.... :JI(- ... ·R4ch:u::µ:s 'Bay.near"Durban,.;n:,t~e:heart. _ aid of.materials.of the Southern.Africa Stage Protests .❖ • • •'•. Or what the gqvemm0nfcills'1),e "Zuhi Committee.). 

. ' 
of the student movement. Mario Savio, 
1964: "The bureaucrats hold history as by Nick Rabkin 

Berkeley NAM - ended. As a result significant portions 

WITHIN DAYS of the publication of 
a study by social psychologist Daniel 
Yankelovich, campuses in several areas of 
the country erupted in militant political 
protest. The study had found that 
"college youth-the chief source of social 
dissidence in the 60's-has moved swiftly 
toward reconciliation with the larger 
society." 

At 6hio University in Athens, President 
Claude R. Sowle resigned after-confron
tations with student campus workers, 
blacks, and other students over unioniza
tion, Afro-American Studies, and ROTC. 
San Jose State University was thrown 
into turmoil over the firing of severaJ 
marxist economists. Ten thousand people 
gathered at Kent State University on the 
fourth anniversary of the massacre there 
to protest the continued war in Indochina, 
the coverups of the Kent and Jackson 
State killings in 1970, and t9 call for 
Nixon's impeachment. 

And at the University of California 
at Berkeley, where th,e-student movement 
leaped to national prominence in 1964, 
students escalated their fight to save the 
left-wing School of Criminology and to -
maintain the autonomy of ethnic studies 
programs established after major confron
tations in l 968a69. 

In the years preceding the student 
rebellion of the 60's social scienti&ts failed 
to see the storm that lurked behind the 
peaceful exterior of the universities. 
Ironically, the problems that led to the 
current eruptions are remarkably simila_r 
to those that sparked the Free Speech 
Movement in Berkeley ten years ago. 
Yet the past year or two or relative 
campus peace was evidence enough for 
Yankelovich and others to declare an 
end to the era ofcampus rebellion. 

AN END TO HISTORY 

_The Free Speech Movement (FSM) 
at Berkeley first enunciated the concerns 

of the population, both on the campus 
and off, are dispossessed, and these dis
possessed are not about to accept this . 
ahistorical point of view. H, is out of this 
that the conflict has occurred with the 
university bureaucracy and will con
tinue to occur until it is clear the univer
sity cannot function." 

Most of the struggles waged by 
students in the 60's were aimed at trans
formations that would make universities 
more responsive to the n~eds of the 
"dispossessed" off campus and that gave 
students more autonomy on campus. 
But by 1969 the student movement was 

, torn by confusion over the qtiestion of 
whether the task of the student move
ment was to transform the university or 
destroy it. That confusion, as much as 
the massive repression unleashed by 
Richard Nixon, was responsible for the 
decline of the student movement. Never-
theless, the sixties saw the establishment 
of programs of study specifically geared 
to the needs of third world students and 
women at many universities. The quies
cence of student activism and the growing 
financial crisis have led to the curtailing 
of these programs in the last year or two. 

The School of Criminology at Cal, 
formerly an advanced training institute 
for the forces of law and order, had been 
transformed into a school that investigated 
the injustice of the capitalist justice sys
tern and the crimes of the nation's rulers. 
This.was accomplished through student 
struggles in the sixties. The ethnic 
studies programs, with considerable 
autonomy for blacks, Chicanos, Asians, 
and Native Americans were also estab
lished during this period at Cal. Both 
program.S energetically used t~e r~s?urciis 
of the University to enter the political 
arena, much as the civil rights activists 
of 1964 who sparked F~M did. It was 

· this politicization that led to the Univer
sity's repressioq of FSM and to the recent 
decision to phase out the School of 
Criminology. 

Berkeley students on way to seizure of Haviland Hall. photo by Rav, Pinkson 

ACADEMIC STANDARDS 
SMOKESCREEN 

Using the smokescreen of academic 
standards to hide their political decision, 
faculty committees voted over the last 
year to elimin~te the School of Crimi
nology and to move the autonomous 
ethnic studies programs into the College 
of Letters and Science. Small student 
organizations immediately began to 
organize against the moves. 

It became clear this spring that 
Chancellor Albert Bowker intended to 
wait until the summer to drop the 
school-a time when no student pressure 
could be brought upon the situation. The 
Save-the-Crim-School Committee raised 
a demand for Bowker to announce his 
intentions by mid-May. On May 29,400 
demonstrators seized Haviland Hall to 
backup this demand, to "rededicate 
(the school) to student and community 
action, and to reconstitute it as a place 
where faculty, staff, and students .can 
collectively.join hands in· study and 
struggle." 159 of the demonstrators 
were cited late that night by campus 
police'for violation of the Mulford Act, 
a California -law designed to keep 

troublemakers off campus. 
The next day 2,000 people attended 

a support rally. 3,000 attended an ethnic 
studies rally the following day. 

On Tuesday, June 4,.Chancellor 
Bowker .announced his final decision to 
eliminate the Crim School. Students 
briefly retook Haviland Hall the next 
day but left wJ:\en threatened with arrest. 
They understood that their protests had 
come too late and tliat they were not 
organized to press further at this point. 

FUTURE STRUGGLE 

The struggles for the Crim School and 
·ethnic studies are over for this school 
year. But the students promise to resume 
their fight in the fall. Their tactical 
caution and patience paid off as their 
movement gx:,ew rapidly this spring. 

Their major problems stemmed from 
an inability to organically unite the two 
struggles. 'This was dµe, in a large measure, 
to the intense nationalism of some ethnic 
stl}dies leaders. But tlie rapid and intelli
gent develqpment' of the movement duril).g 
the spring encouraged growing racial · 
unity and it is likely that the fall will see 
a united and revitalized student move
ment on the campus,• 

. . 
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PRODUCERS VSw"MUL TINAtfoNAf:S· 

Banana. War irl Central AmeriCa .. . . ·, ~ 

~ 

(Reprinted from International Bulle
tin, VoL l,No.11,publishydby 
Internews; P. 0. Box 4400, Berkeley, 
CA 94704) 

An economic war is being waged by 
three U.S .. fruitcompanies against 
Central American countries that are 
trying to raise the price of bananas. 
The companies are Standard Fruit, 
United Branqs, and Del Monte. This 
confrontation directly affects the lives 
of I 00,000 banana workers in the 
region, and it is certain to affect U.S. 
relations with Central and Latin 
America in a period whefi U.S. Secre
tary of State Henry Kissinger has 
promised a "new dialogue" on issues 
such as the role of U.S. multination
al corporations. 

The battle began in early March 
when s,,even Central and Latin American 
countries met in Panama City and 
agreed' to raise the price of banana ex
ports. Five countries-Costa Rica, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, and 
Panama announced the formation of a 
producers' organization called the 
Panama-later agreed to place a dollar
per-crate tax on the fruit. On May 21, 
Colombia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, 
Honduras and Panama announced the 
formation of a producers' organization 
called the Union of Latin American 
Banana Exporters. So·far, Equador, the 
largest exporter of the fruit, has refused: 
to join. 

The exporting countries say the tax 
would bring them a total of $260 
million a year. Panama's Minister of 
Commerce and Industry, Fernando 

Manfredo, acknowledges that the planned 
price increases wm1Jd-,be passed on to 
consumers in the'industrialized coun
tries, but he says it would, serve as a "con
tribution to alleviate the poverty that 
abounds on the banana plantations." 

Standard Fruit has led the f).ght 
against the tax. In March, a Standard 
spokesman told Internews that the 
company considers the tax "illegal and 
uneconomic, and does n_ot plan to ex
port·under these conditions." The fruit 
companies gave the same m_essage to 
heads of state in Central American and 
followed up with harvest cutbacks and 
export bans in Honduras, Costa Rica, 
and Panama-the three countries that 
levied the tax. 

The conservatlve International Long
shoreman's Association in the U.S. 
backed the companies, threatening in 
April to stop unloaqing all prqduce from 
Latin America if the tax were applied. 

THE HAR'DEST hit country has been 
Honduras. Three-foJJrths of the country's 
income comes from bananas, and Stah
dard is the major exporter. The Union 
of-Standard Fruit Workers in Honduras 
has backed the government against the 
fruit company. Union president Napoleon 
Acevedo called the government's stand 
a "patriotic decision," and charged that 
Sta'ndard has cut back ba'nana exports 
from 500,000 crates a week to 150,000. 
He aho charged UiaH).tandard is destroy
ing 145.,000,,boxes ufba'nanas, pineapples, 
grapefruits, and coconuts each week. Ac
cording to an Associated Press report on 
May 21, Standard officials in.Honduras 
.admitted the destruction of the fruit, but 

company spokesmen in the U.S. have 
continued to deny it. 

Acevedo said that Standard is trying 
to create econofl).ic chaos in La Ceiba, a 
company town where 53,000 people are 
employed in the fruit industry. The com-

Donald J .. Kirchoff, president of Ca·stle & Cooke, 
which owns Standard Fruit. In March Kirchoff 
flew to Honduras and Costa Rica to pressure 
heads of state to abandon the banana taiL 

. 
pay.n has been accused to get ·the Hondu
ran government to drop the tax. 

Standard workers also say the com
'pany has broken local labor laws with 
its announced lay<;>ffs and salary cut
backs. On May 1.4, they filed a.suit 
dem~nding $79',000 from Standard in 
back salaries for disr1issed workers. 

IN COST A RICA, the Banana 
Crowe.rs' Association charges that Stan
dard has c_ut its operations by 70 per 

National Roundup 

Fighting'. ·Utility:. Monbpoffes~ ., -

(Continued from front page) 

In this situatton of rising costs and 
declining revenues, the power companies 
are feeling the squeeze and are turning 
to their state regulatory'agencies for rate 
hikes with growing frequency in,order 
to maintain their comfortable profit 
margins. This means increased utilities 
bills for American consumers at the very 
time they are cutting back on their use 
of energy! 

Utilities rates are soaring throughout 
the country. Boston's rates have climbed 
34% in the last two years. Rates in 
Nevada, Georgia, and Vermont have all 
jumped over 25% in the last ~ix months. 
The big utilities have threatened brown
outs, black-0uts, and inadequate service 
in order to force these exorbitant rate 
hikes through. 

But American workers and consumers 
are not taking this rate gouging lying 
down. All across the country, they are 
demanding that the power companies 
themselves absorb the cost of the crisis 
that they have in large part created 
through their reckless promotion of 
energy consumption. Attesting to the 
anger felt by millions of Americans 
towards the utilities monopolies is 
Newsweek's recent report noting the 
"depth and passion of the public's 
response" to skyrocketing gas and 
electric rates. 

keep profits up, they are for the most cribes the Project: "Since its beginnings 
part not needed to meet the energr _n~e~s during June, 1972, the group has attemp-
of the American people. 3) The.utilities ted to fight from the bottom up to 
rate structures which discriminate in expose the corrupt practices of the 
favor of industry and against residential Georgia Power Company and to present 
users. As rate structures now stand, big a more workable socialist alternative for 
users of energy, mainly industrial firms, distributing el~ctrical power." 
pay less per }<.ilowatt µour than do small The Project was formed two years ago 
users. This in effect means that industry to oppose the Georgia Power Company's 
is subsidized by re'sidential users. $48 mlllion ratt increase application 

Consumers have also attacked the then pending before the Georgia Public 
power companies' advertising and pro- Service Co;rnmission. Project members 

....... . ,r----..-... 

cent. Ninety-eight per cent of the-banana 
workers in Costa Rica voted in late May 
to go on strike if Standard refuses to pay 
the tax. The government is now consider
ing buying out Standard's plantations 
and facilities in Costa Rica, and Standard 
has offered to sell. If the deal is comple
ted, it may be the first breakthrough for 
the producers. 

IN PANAMA, the Chiriqui Land Com
pany, owned by United Fruit, has suspen
ded the harvest indefinitely. The govern
ment of Omar-Torrijos has promised that 
Chiriqui workers will receive a percentage 
of the tax received from banana exports. 
In addition, on May 27 Panama gave $2 
million to support banana workers in 
Costa Rica and Honduras who have been 
hit by Standard cutbacks. 

At the end of April, Panama hosted 
the first tiemispheric conference of 
banana workers. President ~orrijo·s ad
dressed the meeting, which1was attepded 
by 500 delegates from Panamanian 
labor anp student organizatio_ns, plus 
representatives of banana workers in 
Honduras, Costa Rica, Guatemala, and 
Ecuador. Torrijos praised the- workers 
for their sacrifices -in the effort to raise 
banana prices. "We know full well," 
Torrijos said, "that.bananas are not a 
strategic product like oil, but tliey repre
sent the result of the ;effort of thousands 
of workers." 

The frujt companies argue that they 
'Cannot pay the tax because it would 
raise banana prices in U.S. stores by 50 
to l 00 per cen~, drastica Uy reducing 
sales. Tl).ey have ridiculed the efforts of 
banana producers to form a union, saying 
"bananas are not oil," and "no dne will 
stand in line for bananas." But the com
pany figures appear vastly inflated. If 
banana prices double, the companies 
themselves will probably be pocketing 
most of the increase, since the tax itself 
is only two and a half cents per pound. • 

tion of the-environment, its extert~e 
use of misleading advertising, and its, 

.... 

..... 

racist and sexist 'employment practices. _ 
And throughout the ½earings, the .. - -.-

:ProJ· ect!-.iftempt'ecl"l:o'-contrastr_ 11e·exisl-D'I-J:llelllA _____ ~ 
'ing CGstly, inefficient, anu destructive ·~:--
monopoly control of power in Georgia - Y'• 

with its alternative-public ownership 
and regional democratic control of the 
industry. 

The Project's intervention was par
tially successful-only $18 million of 
the $48 million request was granted. 

Since 1972, the Project has fought 
the Georgia Power Company on 
several fronts. It hq__s opposed subsequent 
rate increase applications, with some 
victories and some defe'ats. Along with 
the Welfare Rights Organization and the 
Tenants Council, the Project filed and 
won a complaint before the Federal 
Communication Commission forcing the 
media in Georgia to allow consumer 
groups to reply to the Georgia Power 
Company's advertising claims. 

According to Joseph Hughes, the 
Project sees "the development of more 
broad-based coalitions" as "an important 
step toward education about the broader 
implications of reformism and for a 
more popular accepta,nce of anti
capitalist demands and programs." 

Pursuing its strategy of raising the 
political level of the demands to incl11de 
public ownership and control of power, 
the,Project has begun to broach the idea 
of municipalization o( the Georgia 
Power Company's distribution facilities 
in Atlanta. In the Project's words, "If 
municipalization should become a reality 
in Atlanta, then it would open up several 
possibilities in terms of rate reform, rate 
making, and management and control of 
the electric business. It would ensure 

. that democratic processes rathey than 
profit requirements would dictate the 
policies of this vital service." 

-

The consumer attack has focused on 
three main areas of concern: 1) "Fuel 
adjustment" clauses permitting th':! utili
ties to pass on the increased costs of raw 
materials to the Gonsumer. 2) Rate in
creases designed to boost the utilities' 
rates of return (profit) on invested capi
tal in order to finance unneeded expan
sion. Since utilities are virtually guaran
teed a fixed rate of return on their 
investment, they have every incentive 

' MAJOR UiILITIES FIGHTS 

to add unnecessary capacity. It has been 

motional practices, their hiring and 
employment policies, and their disregard 
for the environment. And iri some cities, 
public ownership and control of the 
utilities is being seriously disc1;1ssed. 

estimated that the utilities industry as a GEORGIA POWER PROJECT 
whole overbuilt by roughtly 10% during 
the fifties and sixties. Utilities activists , . . 
charge that the power companies' growth . The .~0st mterestmg group ~f ~tili
projections are way too high, particularly hes ach".1sts: at least fro_m a socialist_ 
since co_nsumers are beginning to effec- perspechve,is the ~e?rg1_a Power ProJect. 
tively conserve energy. Hence, while Joseph_ Hughes, wntmg m the Summer, 
these rate increases may be needed to~ 1973, issue of Southern Exposure, des-

formed an alliance witb.-the Atlanta 
Labor Council (AFL-CIO) at the hear
ings to fight the increase. 'fhey argued 
that the Company's growth projectio,ns 
were much too high and that most of 
the increase was unnecessary. They 
demonstrated tnat the rate hike was 
·actually designed to boost the ·profits 
of the big northern banks that control 
the Georgia Power-Company (as well as 
most southern industry). 

In addition, the Project attacked the 
Company's rate structure, its destruc-

In San Francisco, as already noted, 
Electricity and Gas for People- a coali
tion of labor, neighborhood, environ
mental, church, senior citizen, and other 
groups-is fighting PG&E's proposed 
$233-million general rate increase, the 
twelfth such increase in the last 14 
months, and the largest in PG&E history. 
E&GP also stands for l) an end to the 
discriminatory rate structure that favors 
industry at the expense of residential 
users, 2) the "lifeline" concept, i.e., a 

(Continued on Page 14) 
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New Yo·rkers Give 
Con Ed Static 

by Tim Nesbitt human static in,its wires. Unpaid bills 
piled up faster than the computer could 

WHAT HAPPENED to Consolidated send out shut-off notices. And the 
Edison this year should have happened utility's management co_mplained that 
to an oil company. Unfortunately there conservation measures taken to heart 
was little chance of that. But New York by its customers would cut revenues 
City's electricity-maker, the largest in the $ 100 million in 1974. 
country in assets and sales, was a good On April 23, Chairman Charles F. 
second choice. Even as utilities go, Con Luce announced his decision. Because of 
Ed was a particularly painful peddler of this new "liquidity crisis" (not enough 

'the price increases levied by the oil cash), Con Ed would forego its usual 
industry earlier this year. So there was quarterly dividend of 45 cents a share. 
some short-lived justice to the story The decision probably seemed sensible 
that followed when Con Ed came close under the circumstances. Luce, a former 
to bankruptcy and New Yorkers got a administrator of the federal Bonneville 
lesson in the economics of private Power Administration and once an 
power. undersecretary of the Interior-;-may even 

At the start of the energy crisis last have thought it was "sound fis~al policy." 
fall, Con Ed was already well fortified But this was Wall Street he was talking .::(:.,, .. c;: " •· 
with a fuel adjustment clause }hat pro- to not the public It&. · 
vided for increases (and decreases) in the Con Ed had ne~er missed a dividend A protest demonstration against Con Ed at City Hall. Credit LNS 
cost of fuel to be passed on directly to in all its 89 years. Inv,estors, like horse- All this was a revelation to those who its stocks and a bond market that 
the consumer. No petitioning of the players. come to value that kind of con- thought that a big monopoly was at demands exorbitant inter_est rates on its 
Public Service Commission. No noisy sistency.#The textbooks tell us that all least its own boss. The economics of the bonds. Then bank rates nse because.the 
public protests. Con Ed was an ideal the stockholders need do in a situation utility business showed through like compa~y ~s losing inve_stor con~dence. 
retailer for the oil companies. Its trustees like this is to rise in revolt and throw the old wiring in a burnt-out house. And with its stock selling low, it has less 
simply took the bills that came attached managerial bums out. They did show up Con Ed's rate of return, figured as a collat~r~l. . . . 
to every new barrel of high-priced, low- for a noisy .meeting in May. (The Wall fixed percentage of its capital investment, This is e~,0 n?mic blackmail, as Con Ed 
suffur fuel oil and forwarded same to Street Journal reported "fighting and is guaranteed by the state. This is what found out. It is generally felt ~n th~ 
their customers. shouting matches" among the pensioners.) attracts all the little investors. The more Street that Con Ed has burned its bndges 

The result was a shock to anyone who But they never came close to a boardroom it spends on plant and equipment, the in the ?aoital market," reported Busin~ss 
touched a light switch in New York City. coup. The real revolt had already been more it gets back in revenue. But t6 get Week. Wh~Je would the co1:1pany ~et its 

· Con Ed gets 85 per cent of its power fought and won on "the Street." the money to spend, a utility must either n:io~ey? Ll~e many ot?er citizens m 
from-burning oil. As the cost of this oil After the no-dividend announcement, issue new stock, float a bond, or get a s1m1~ar straits, Con Ed s managemen~ 
tripled, the fuel adjustment increases the price of Con Ed common stock fell bank loan. Retained earnings are usuallY, a~phed for welfare. Luce m~de a quick 
escalated the average bill for all-electric 50% in a week. And Standard and Poor's small. So when.a l}tility,runs short of tnp to Albany, conferred with the gover-
homes to.over $250 a month. Some knocked the utility's bond rating fiom cash whether because of increased fuel nor, and announced a plan for the state 
homeowners found themselves paying an already below-average BBB to a bush- cost~ or consumer bacl<lash ·and/or to buy two of Con Ed's unfinished power 
more for heat than they paid for their league BB. These bond-rating services slumping sales, the crunch is on. The plants for Half a billion dollars. , 
mortgages. actually make the rules in the money company has all it can do just to keep Wall Street held ~ut hope. Moody s 

-All this was well publicized in the game and with a BB rating, Con Ed's up interest payments on its outstanding B?nd Survey o~ Apnl 29 stated th~t Con 
chill of the energy crisis. But as the bonds fell below the level at which they debt. And, when il looks for money Ed could keep its tenuous BBB ratmg 
winter ended and the crisis thawed, Con can legally be bought by financial insti- elsewhere it faces a stock market that only if the PSC granted a new rate 
Ed started getting some long-delayed tutions in New York State. won't pay anywhere near book value for increase and the legislat~re okayed th:e ~ I ______ ;;;..._;;;,,.. __________ ...,.;;;:..__,__,.,;.;;....,..,;;,__,_,,;....,.. ___________ ....,'---"------.... -------- sale of the two power plants to the J I 

• state Power Authority (PASNY). Luce 

S • I L k Ti , N c ~ I • 1· "himself reported that the banks wanted,. I . p-'1n O a . 00· ~ ~ .,.. . 04 .- . ·eOt•. \;#1~· ~ ~ . .t;1iJ:--=~il'"Same..a~~uraijCe~.;1,.-ess;;ihan.,P.l_T.G~--....,,...- ----~ ~ ~ l"U weeks later, the legislature approved the I 
sale and authorized P ASNY to complete 

Solution For Portuguese Empire 
by Barry Rubin 

Ceasefire negotiations between the 
new Portuguese government and the 
libemtion organizations of Guinea• 
Bissau and Mozambique have begun in 
London and Lusaka, Zambia. Both 
FRELIMO (Mozambique) and the 
PAIGC(Guinea) have served notice on 
. the new Portuguese foreign minister, 
Mario Soares, that the goal of the nego
tiations must be unconditional indepen
dence from Portuguese colonial rule. 

In Portugal itself, {J new provisional 
government has been named by the 
military junta including-two Commu
nist and three Socialist ministers in a 
cabinet of fifteen. The new minister for 
interterritorial affairs has announced 
that referenda will be held in each 
colony within a year allowing each adult, 
over eighteen, illiterate or otherwise, to 
vote either for independence or ason
tinued federation with Portugal. 

The following article, written by 
Ba"y Rubin of the Middle East Research 
and Information Project (MERIP) just 
after the April coup in Portugal appears 
in the NAM newspaper now 'because of 
the important analysis Ba"y presents. 

THE FALL.OF Portugal's fascist 
dictatorship set off a national outpouring 
qf joy and celebration, of sentiment pent 
up by a half cel}tury of repression. But 
while the situation is still in flux it is im
portant to ask some serious·questions 
about the background of Gen. Spinola:s 
coup and what it means for the future of 
Portugal's African colonies. 

Although the coup that overthrew 
Premier Marcello Caetano is undeniably 
a gain for the Portuguese people, one 
must also see it as an attempt by the new 
junta, backed by Portuguese big business 
and supported by the U.S., to salvage as 
must as possible in Africa. Certainly, it 
is impossible to understand the most 
recent developments h Portugal w~thout 

analyzing,their relationship with Portugal's 
colonial war~ in Africa. 

NEO-COLONIALISM 

A decade ago France and B.ritain ended 
their direct governmental rule over Africa 
and grl!nt~d independence. But' this move 
sought to transform the old-style coloni
alism into an indirect control through the 
economic sphere, the continued controf 
of trade, markets, and raw materials in 
these countries by European companies. 

-This relationship is known as neo-coloni
alism. The program was based on the trans
fer of power to local elites which had b.een 
trained by and which were allied to the. 
former mother country. This program did 
not always work an~ losses were incurred 
where nationalist forces came to power 
(Guinea, Tanzania). Still, with the help 
of foreign-sponsored military coups 
against nationalist governments, this 
system has functioned surprisingly well. 

Portugal, though, was lUlWilling and 
unable to use this option. Its own econo
'mic weakness and backwardness made it 
inevitable that if its colonies were to be 
politically released ihey would drift into 
the British or ~merican orbit, Secondly, 
even after 400 years ot colonial rule the 

Portuguese had not trained any local 
group to take over and establish a neo
colonial system. Thirdly, the ideological 
importance and relative economic 
weight of the empire in the Portuguese 
system made the fascist government 
unwilling to stand for any change. Lastly, 
the political pressure of over 800,000 
Portuguese settlers in the territories 
would not allow any easy transition. 

One of the main reasons for the 
European acGeptance of the neo-colonial 
option was the fear that if direct rule 
were maintained more radical, nationalistic 
independence movements would arise. It 
is precisely this factor that will wreck 

· Spinola's plan for granting only a very 
limited independence within a Portuguese
controlled commonwealth. To.day the 
liberation movements are too strong, too 
nationalistic (with socialist leadership) 

· and too a ware of the dangers of neo-
· colonialism to allow the Portuguese to 
engineer-stable neo-colonial regimes. 

As the liberation wars expanded in 
tile African colonies they ate up more 
and mote of Portugal's budget (as much 
as 40 percent) and caused severe domes
tic strains. One in four draft-age males 
were in the army while thousands of 
others left the country to avoid induc
tion and the 30 percent annual inflation 
,ate. Meanwhile, Portugal was still the 
least industrialized country iQEurope 
with the lowest standard of living. In 
some ways, as Spinola wrote, Portugal 
'h?d become a prisoner of its own empire, 
or at least of its traditional strategy for 
holding it. 

The behavior of the Portuguese 
governmtll)J in Africa was even more 
brutal than its repression at home. The 
army had studied U.S. operations in 
Vietnam and copied them in many ways: 
bombings of civilian targets, forcing 
peasants into strategic hamlets, use of 
napalm and defoliants, looting of live-

( Continued on Page 12) 

the deal. In the meantime, the PSC gave 
Con Ed the right to charge 1.5 per cent 
monthly interest on the overdue accounts 
of its larger customers (like the City of 
New York, fifty days late with its pay
ments) and granted a $27.8 million 
increase in annual gas rates. Now it's 
listening to the utility's case for an elec
tric rate increase of $422 million more. 

All this should prove, to no one's 
surprise, which way .an investor-owned 
utility leans in its balancing act between 
private profit and public service. But 
events also show that Con Ed itself was 
caught in the middle of an even stronger 
conflict between the price-gouging oil 
industry and the interest-hungry money 
market. The squalling investors were an 
obvious front for the big financial insti
tutions. After all, 60 per cent of all 
utility financing now comes from bonds 
and bank loans. It takes Wall Street to 
prove that even a monopoly is not 
always its own boss: 

Does this mean the answer is public 
power? Luce wants it both ways. He 
complains that, while a state agency like 
PASNY can fund its new plants and 
operations with tax-free bonds, C_pn Ed 
is forced to compete with higher interest 
rates and a state and local tax bill of 
$360 million a year. Luce suggests that 
the federal government offer credit assis
tance and/or loan guarantees to investor
owned utilities. But even purely public 
·utilities depend, as they now operate, on 
the same money market that bl~ckmailed 
Con Ed. PASNY's chairman, for example, 
when told by the legtslature to go ahead 
with the Con Ed deal, warned that the 
terms of the sale must not hurt his agency's 
own good credit standing. 

Throughout it all, the oil companies 
are silent. They catch little of the criti
cism that they get at the gas pumps. 
Perhaps they don't even mind the pros
pect of more state-owned utilities. The . 
pass-on of costs will continue. The money 
market will get safer bonds. The consu
mer will still be gouged. Nothing too 
much will change in the switch from 
private to public pow~r, perhaps, until 
what happened to Con Ed begins to -
happen to Exxon and the Chase 
Manhattan Bank.• 
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California Labor Laws 

Protection for NOne 
, by Toby Silvey 

Berkeley-Oakland NAM 

In the controversy over the Equal Rights 
Amendment (ERA}, some hav_e argued 
that passage of this law could bring~ 
to hard-won protective legislation, much 
of which is designed for women workers. 
In some states where the ERA has been 
ratified, it has been used as an excuse to 
lower the level of working standards for 
all peopte. Non-unionized women and 
minority workers are ieading organizing 
efforts to fight for an affirmative interpre
tation of the ERA, insisting that protec
tive legislation be extended to all workers. 
Tlie following is a report on that struggle 
in California. 

Governor Reagan's Industrial Welfare 
Commission (IWC) has recommended 
that most of the protective labor laws 
that now exist be removed from the 

·books. The Commission says-current 
standards must be brought into line with 
the-Equal Rights Amendment, and that 
means no more special privileges for 
women. Instead of interpreting the ERA 
affirmatively and extending work regula-

' tions to male workers, the IWC has 
decided to use women's demands against 
WOI'f\en and men workers. 

WHAT IS THE IWC? 

In 1913, during a·period of intense 
struggle for progressive labor' legislation, 
the California State Legislature appointed 
an Industrial Welfare Commission to set 
and enforce work regulations. At that 
time,-two of the five members on the com
mission represented labor and one·was 
neutral. Reagan's-administration, however, 
has appointed a commission with only 
one labor and no neutral repri:sentatives. 
The one labor representative is Mi~e 
Elorduy, a Teamster official'in the food 
processing industry. A'lthough' he has con
tinually· be~n the Of\!! ~issen ting voice on 
the Commission {"I do not believe the 
ERA was intended to be used to deprive 
workers of protection", he does not 
represent unorganized workers-those 
most affected if the IWC recommenda
tions become law. 

The IWC was charged by the Califor
niq State Legislature to design implemen
tation of the ERA. J'he bill calling for 

IFf MAY 
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new legislation specifically called for an 
extension of protective laws to nien. But 
"the IWC has chosen to use the Amend
ment to attack the standards of women, 
minority workers, and in the long run, 
all workers, incl~ding unionized workers. 

WHAT'S AT STAKE? 

The major protectipn in jeopardy ip 
California is the 8-hour day. The right to 
work only 8 hour~ a day took 80 years 
of militant struggle to win. It can be 
reversed in much less time. If the IWC 
recommendations become law, all indus
tri~s ( except moti9n picture and canning) 
will be able to impose a J 0-hour day plus 
mandatory overtime, up to 40 hours per 
week. Even worse, workers in hotels, .,,, 
retail workers, small'shop workers, domes
tic workers, and all agricultural workers 
will lose all hours protection. These aJe 
the fields that employ the largest 'percen
tages of women and minority work~rs 
who, for the.most·part, are unorganized. 
If the IWC succeeds in wiping hours 
regulations off the books, they will 
directly increase-employers' profits, 
reduce workers benefits,-increase unem
ployment in the least organized sectors, 
and eventually drive wages down even
further. 

Another right workers stand to lose if 
the IWC r-ecotnmendations go into e(fect 
is person,atprivil~ge time. That means . 
that a trip toJhe lt,ithroom can be coun
ted as a l)reak. Employers will also be 
able to1ceep minors on the job until 
12:30 a.m. on non-school nights. They 
will be able to pass on the cost of man
datory uniforms and equipment to the 
employees. And there will no longer-be 
any laws requiring drinking water, 
toilets and rest rooms, couches, ventila
tion, first aid, health facilities, or 
weight-lifting limitations. 

This kind of attac1c on worfcstanclards 
is one of industry's ways of keepfn'g ' 
profits up in the face of severe inflation. 
Partly because of the independence 
movements in the Third World, the U.S. 
is finding it increasingly difficult to 
export its economic problems. The cost 

. of maintaining an inflation_ary country 
with,massive international •d_ebts is being 
passed on to the workers, especially to 
the least visible ( unqrganized) ones. 

The IWC's orders were expected to 
go into effect throughout the state on 
April 1. Public protests by Sears strikers, , 
San Francisco city strikers, California 
Homemakers, and Union Women's 
Alliance to Gain Equality (Union 
W~A.G .E.), won a delay of two months 
and additional hearings. These groups 
and additional supporters formed a 
coalition (Committee for Better Working 
Conditions) which collected petitions· 
to present at the hearings, were refused a 
voice in Jhe proceedings, and disrupted 
the. Commission hearings to the point 
where the chairman· ildjourned the meet
ing, and set June 1 as the definite date 
protective laws wo~ld be lifted. 

In May the California State federa
tion of Labor (AFL-CIO), mainly in 
response. to persistent eff prts of women 
in Union W.A.G.E. (who have been 
fighting for the extension of protective 
la..ys foi; three years), filed a suit challeng
ing the legality of the IWC orders. One 
day before the laws were to be removed, 
and one day before a widely-publicized · 
demonstration at the San Francisco 
Rederal Buildin~, an injunction was issued 
by the court, preserving protective laws 
at least for the time being, staying the 
IWC's hand~ and demonstrating ·a clear 
victory for the organized ogposition. 

That victbIY, was,celebrated on June 1 
aJ. {Qej~astration c~led k-Y-t!J.e 99m,,:,. ~ 
m1tt~e forJ3etter;Workmg Gond1tions. '1 
Most of the people supporting the demon
stration also strongly support the ERA. 
As a speaker from the California Home- · 
makers Association said-, "We're not fight
ing to keep these laws out of belief in 
special privileges or special protection for 
women. But neither do we a<;cept equal 
oppression with men. We say, keep the 
laws for women-and win them for our 
brothers, too!"• 

If YOU...AAVE FREE. HOOR5, MY 
DUR, PE.RIIAP~ I COULD !,IK,(.Bf 
SOME C.000 WA'I!, TOUSE TH£M/ 

Women and Voluntarism 
by Mardi Kleus and Carol Peterson 

Socialist Feminist Task Force 
Minneapolis NAM 

'\ 

The Junior League recently sponsored 
a national conference on "voluntarism" 

. in Minneap0lis-St. Paul. Women frofn all 
over the country came to hear such 
speakers as George Romney and Ralph 
Nader, and to participate in workshops 
~ith titles like "The Volunteer as.Change 
Agent." 

The socialist feminist task force of 
NAM leafleted the conferenc,e to argue 
that voluntarism of the magnitude and 
direction endorsed by the con[ erence, 
was basically a capitalist, chauvinist plot. 
The following is an expanded version of 
the information contained in the leaflet. 

AFTER THE 1968 election, Nixon 
was confronted with two major tasks: to 
µnite a country divided by anti-war, 

/student. and civil rights protest; and to 
prop up an economy_about to sag into 

recession. One of Nixon's responses was 
to call for increased vol_untary action, 
based on an analysis tha~ voluntarism 
could channel protest into acceptable 
citizen participation. At the same time, 
it could reduce the social services budget 
which was, and still is, greatly strained by 
inflation and ~y increasing military 
expenditures. 

As a government stimulus to volunteer 
activity, Nixon appointed fo.rmer General 
Motors head, George Romney, to creat~ 
a National Center for Voluntary Action. 
The Center is a non-profit, non-partisan 
organization completely dominated by 
private industry: Its task ·is to promote 
voluntarism by providing case studies of 
voluntary programs, advising groups on 
the availability of public and private 
funds for projects, and-determining 
guidelines for national ".blunteer priori
ties. As of l 970; the minimum contribu: 
tion to the Center was $100,000, the 
maximum, half a million dollars. 

Needless to say, the Center's program 
will not conflict witli. the iµterests of its 

.leaders (e.g., Henry Ford II, former 
chairman) or its donors, the corporate 
elite. The May, 1970, Conference Board 
Record reported, "The establishment of 
the private sector arm of the national 
program completed the link in what is 
described as a 'creative partnership' 
between government and the people it 
serves. The program is designed to have 
the government and the private sector 
work closely together in a harmonious 
rather than in a competitive fashion." 

The people the Center serves are the 
corporate class, and the harmony it seeks 
is the transformation of peoples' move
ments for social change into non-threaten
ing personal acts of charity. 

The Nixon Administration and the 
Center hope to use the estimated 61 
million adult Americans willing to donate 
245 million houfs per week to volunteer 
programs (1968 G,iulup Poll). A large free 
work force wpuld enable the government 
to justify laying off government social 
service workers, thereby accelerating 
social service cutbacks. Increased unem-
( Continued on Page· 14) · 

Africa S~pport 
Parlay, March 

by Harry Boyte 

CLOSE TO 8,000·people marched 
under the banner of the African Liber
ation Support Committee (ALSC) on 
May 25 in Washington. The march and 
rally concluded a month of activity 
which brought to the surface a sense of 
urgency for change in the black libera
tion ll_l~vement, as well as strong 
socialist sentiments. 

The demonstration began in Malcolm 
X Park, continued through the black 
community, and moved to the Portu
guese embassy, where marchers deman
ded freedom for African colonies. 

At the rally ,-speakers addressed the 
three .themes of the montlt's events: 
impeachment of Nixon, opposition to 
fuel hikes and the energy -companies, 
and the struggle against racist and 
political repression of black people. The 
demonstration, the response from the 
black community, and the wide range of 
sp,eakers indicated again this year the 
broad roots of.the Al:SC-and its crucial .-

"~bJ~ip th~·b1ack movemen(l\-loreover: • ~--
both the rally and the ALSC conference .,. 
(on May 23-24) revealed a new direction 

! and ferment, which suggest major devel-
opments in the coming period. 

The ALSC is a nationwide organiza
tion with chapters in nearly 50 cities 
and.six countries. It describes itself as 
an "anti-racist, anti-imperialist, Black 
United Front." In two years it has 
mobilized over 200,000 people in soli-

. darity with African struggles for libera
tion and in protest against conditions'in 
the United States. Last year it raised 
$40,000 and this year it .will raise 
$75,000 for the liberation movements 
in southern Africa. ALSC chapters 
around the country have also been 
involved in intense discussion about 
future directions for the black liberation 
movement in the United States. 

The conference call expressed this 
focus: "Black people are at a stage in 
struggle that requires us to regroup and 
'develop a new approach. We are in a 
period o( massive qiscontent and govern
ment instability, police repression, and 
imprisonment of political activist~. To 
c_ounter this there is growing militancy in 
in the ranks of workers, tenants, students, 
prisoners, women, and many others. 
~ere is a new stage in our movement 
coming into being ... this is a decisive 
conference for the theoretical direction 
of our movement." 

Conference organizers considered it 
a major success because of the number 
and diversity 'of participants, and 
especially because of the clarity with 
which different viewpoints from Pan
Africanist to Marxist-Leninist were 
-expressed and discussed. Held at Howard 
University, the two-day meeting brought 
together about 500 activists from trade 
union work, campuses, community 
groups, and other backgrounds. Speakers 
included Stokely Carmichael, Dawolu 
Locke, chairperson of ALSC, lmamu 
Baraka and Owusu Sadaukai, regional 
directors of ALSC and cochairs at this 
year's National Black Assembly. 

Several speakers stressed the dual role 
of race _and class in the liberation struggle. 
The conference also held workshops on 
the labor movement today, tlie unem
ployed, prisons, police and justice, 
·women, youth ar1:d education, and 
politics.• • 
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by Mike Downing 
Los Angeles NAM Pre-Chapter 

efforts to create 'Programs around. 
Secondly, this experience reinforces the 
idea that predominantly white organi
zations will not discuss (and surely will 
not fight) racism unless they are 
pressured to do so. 

(This is a sho'l"t prose version of a talk 
Mike Downing gave at the Regipnal 
Conference in the panel, "Building A 
Munti-National Movement.") 

ORGANIZATIONS often establish 
goals which are problem-ridden and the 
goal of a multi-racial organization is one 
of these. In what follows I do not offer 
definitive statements, but i do want to 
present some of the problems of build
ing a multi-racial movement. In addi
tion, I will offer some tentative propo
sals which may be ways of beginning to 
solve these problems. 

There are two experiences which will 
illustrate some of the problems. At a 
recent regional conference NAM pro
posed an agenda which did not include 
any explicit discussion of racism, nation
a1ism, or the progress or failure of 
building a multi-racial movement. This 
agenda was changed only after a criti
cism was raised-and even then the 
panel organized to discuss these issues 
was placed last on the agenda of the 
conference. The second experience is 
that of a discussion of building a multi
racial organization held in a NAM pre
chapter. This pre-chapter had only two 
consistently active members of racial 
minority groups, and th.e responsibility 
for leading that discussio.n fell only 
upon them. When weaknesses were 
detected in that discussion the blame, 
also, fell on them. 

I understand that NAM is committed 
to building a multi-racial organization. 
The first experience cited a hove illus
trates the problem of organizations com
mitted to goals which they do not make 

This experience also tends to rein
force the idea that predominantly 
white organizations, even when they 
attempt to deal with these issues, may 
do so only' in a cursory way; i.e., it is 
last on an agenda, or, if it is put on the 
agenda late, organizing around it is 
hampered. The second experience des
cribed illustrates the tendency to place 
the .responsibility for dealing with issues 
of racism and nationalism on the Blacks, 
Chicanos, or Asians iri the organization. 

Some of the reasons for these situa
tions come from the recent history of 

-Party Building7eday-
~y Harry Boyte 

THE NEXT YEAR may see the devel
opment of a new socialist party in the 
country, with several thousand members. 
Suc;h a party would "have the possibility 
of beginning to r;.each and give voice to 
the massjve discontent throughout the 
country, and if successful in that task, 
could grow explosively in the years 
ahead. 'It is imaginable that a new 
socialist party could in fact begin to 
accomplish what has appeared to be 
simply the 'wistful and utopian fantasy 
of early NAM: putting socialism on the 
nation's agenda within the decade. 

The key questions involved in party 
building are how a new party might be 
formed, how it should be structured, 
and what broad strategy and political 
perspectiyes it should adopt. The first 
is contingent upon a number of factors 
that should begin to come clear through
out the summer and fall months. The 
latter two questions are more dependent 
upon the overarching character of 
advanced capitalism and the revolution
ary process itself. 

It seems to me th;lt two interwoven 
developments complicate the important 
business of party-building. On the one 
hand, there have been in the last year 
many quickening indications of the pos

·sibility for unity among what might 
broadly be called "left wing" socialist 
forces. And indeed, NAM can claim 
partial credit for initiating the process 
of dialogue in at least some sections of 
the left: NAM's call last year for talks 
b~tween the People's Party, the SP, and 
NAM stirred wide interest in a number 
of left circles. Since· then, many other 
groups have echoed that call, or have 
initiated similar processes on their own. 
For instance, the discussions about a 
new "mass party" have brought to
gether (in addition to NAM and the 
People's Party) elements of the third 
world movement (the P<!nthers, the 
Puerto Rican Socialist Party, and a 
number·of other groups) with many 
local and state-wide organizations not 
previously involved in NAM (e'.g., the -
Chicago Women's Liberation Union, 
the Wisconsin. Alliance, Rising Up Angry, 

Sa'rtger NAM 

rank and file steel groups, etc.). On the 
Maoist left several groups have talked 
about the possibility for a new party: 
the Communist League, the Black 
Workers Congress, the October League; 
RU; their initial discussions broke down 
amidst .polemic about the "correct line" 
on a number of issues, but have since 
shown signs of revival. 

On the other hand, the discussions 
within the ranks of the/left itself have 
taken place against the background of 
much broader developments in the 
society (which partially underlie the 
left's new ferment): the last year's crisis 
in government and the energy scandals 
have fuelled and given form to long 
simmering discontents among the 
American people. Anti-corporate senti
ment is at an all-time record level. More
over, such discontents are coming to a 
focus at a time when the Democratic 
Party, the historic coalition which held 
together laboi:, minorities, women, 
iittellectuals on the one hand, and 
southern reactionaries and certain 
business interests on the other, is racing 
toward a possible deadlock in 1976. It 
is entirely possible that the Democratic 
convention could produce a Jackson
Wallace ticket and a moderate to con
servative platform. 
t ' 

This reality is beginning to create 
major shifts, of potentially momentous 
significance, within "mainstream". 
American politics: ,the call for a new 
party by the nation's leading black news
paper, The Chicago Defender; the polari
zation in the labor movement between 
left-wing forces and those close to Meany 
(social service and government unions in 
particular would suffer severely if the 
Democrats adopt a right-wing social pro
gram); the increasing restiveness of left~ 
wing Democrats lik~ Ron Dellums. The 
possibility exists for a massiye breakaway 
from a right-wing Democratic ticket, 
which would involve literally millions of 
people in the country and would trans
form the entire language of American 
politics. _ 

The effort, initiated by 'Arthur Kinoy, 
to found a mass party of the people, 

~ . 
the radical and left movements. Blacks 
and other racial groups developed inde
pendent organizations; thus the idea 
circulated that it was their job to fight 
racism. Also the responsibility for dis
cussions or organizing in mixed ·groups 
was placed on those representatives of 
the racial minority groups present. 
Further, becaus~ all-white or mostly 
white organizations did not discuss, or 
create programs, either on their own or 
in coalition settings, the situation arose 
in 'which whites felt guilty, could easily 
be intimidated, and adopted the policy 
of tailing after others who were doing 
something about racism. Apother ~on
tributing factor was that there were 
(and are) tensions and disagreements 
among Blacks; Chicanos, Asians, etc., 
which were expressed in hostility 

senses and tries to st~addl,e these two , 
.,..-Aevelopments;-ti;owjngJeft.:unity ana.. 

the crisis in "mainstream" political 
institutions.* 

Thus the mass party initiative 
attempts to speak to militants and 
socialists with its call for fundam~ntal 
transformation, the, people seizing power, 
a party not defined solely by elections, 
etc. And it also tries to speak to those 
who might be willing to bolt the Demo
crats in the next several years, with its 
vaguenes~ about politics, structure, and 
the process of party-building itself. 

But the two developments cannot in 
fact be combined, nor should they be. 
On the one hand, any kind of electoral 
breakaway on a significant scale will not 
occur before 1976 at the earliest. On 
the other hand, and of crucial importance, 
such an electoral party cannot ·be the 
b'asic instrument of left socialist forces, 
nor the catalyst and organizer of a 
massive socialist movement. In the nature 
of it, an electoral coalition is enormously 
diverse, held together by a common pro
gram and common candidates. It cannot · 
be a party which has any significant 
national coherence outside elections, 
nor a party which takes a self-conscious 
and activist role in organizing mass 
struggles and campaigns. 

Though critical participation in such 
a development (a left breakaway) might 
open a"-vast forum for a new left-wing 
socialist party, it would be a profound 
mistake for a new socialist organization 
to define itself in terms ·of or through 
any such ele.ctoral coalition. In the cur
rent left context, the "mass party" 
model i.s suggestive of a loose, elector
ally defined form; as such, it is imprac-
tical ~nd inadequate. . 

What left socialists and grass roots 
militants can build in the coming period-_ 
and what is urgently needed-is an activist 

* The "electoral strategy" forces 
within NAM also sense such a reality, 
though they pose it in equally_ unreal
istic terms-it is unimaginable that a 
socialist electoral party with ·radical 
political stances on international, fem
inist, third world, labor issues is going 
to emerge on a mass scale any ~ime 
soon. 

Recently the interim committee of 
the Kinoy group has acc_epted virtually 
all the NAM criticisms of the original 
proposal, and has moved much close( 
to .!ln "activist" party model. 

between these groups and between 
them and whites. .. 

Let me end by saying that those 
problems cited are not the, only prob
lems: they are merely some central ones 
fovolved in building a multi-racial organ
ization. Some solutions, or, rather, begin-' 
nings of solutions to these problems are: 
1) initiate ,struggles against racism in-
stead of merely supporting them. The 
political basis for this is that the black 
community, for example, is not the only 
place where racism is expressed. It also 
occurs in the trade unions, schools, local 
government, police, etc. of the white 
community and should be fought there. 
Moreover, racism does not affect only 
Blacks, Chic.anos, Asians; it also affects 
whites and struggles to organize whites. 
2) Create an ongoing institutional 
structure within the organization to 
continuously deal with issues of racism, 
nationalism, and class oppression. Ob
viously the responsibility for these 
institutions is not limited to those 
Blacks, Chicanos, or Asians in the or
ganization. Also there should be candid 
discussions and some type of program 
to recruit so that the organization does 
not have representatives or tokens of 
racial groups. 3) Develop a strategy and 
get some practice in dealing with inde
pendent organizations of racial minori
ties. The political basis for tfiis is that 

·victories might be ac.hieved and a revo
lution might be more likely if organiza
tions work together. 4) Develop an 
ordinary language position 9n what 
structural changes could be made in a 
socialist society ( and in socialist organ
izations no',1/) to deal with institutional 
racism and a position on what steps 
can be taken to combat attitudinal and 
behavior racism in day-to-day work .. 
5) Develop a position on 'the right to 
self-determination and on nationalism, 
taking into account that this position 
might differ from Blacks, to Chicanos, 
to Asians, Native Americans, and so 
forth. • 

party that can taky leadershi~ in organiz~ 
ing_.ma~tst~uggle".df alt l<.irlds, tha( can' 'ti~ 
iinmeclia"te sfruggies'to .. qi¢'.'goal of social; 
ism, and that can plan for and seek to 
shape and influence any developments 
in American politics in the next few 
years, as as aspect of its work. Such a 
party would be thoroughly demo<;:ra tic 
at all levels; it would encourage and 
allow wide diversity of organizing prac
tice in its local units; it would constantly 
seek to maximize membership participa
tion, and develop leadership skills. 

AtJhe same time, an acfivist party 
would be far more politically defined 
than what has emerged as yet from the 
mass party discussions: it woultl, for 
instance necessarily be openly socialist; 
it would have a class analysis; it would 
adopt socialist-feminist politics (and 
consequently be concerned with the 

,entire range of social organization in 
advanced capitalism); it would be inter
nationalist and anti-imperialist; and it 
would be thoroughly anti-racist and 
multi-national, involving from its begin
ning third world forces. It would have a 
program and' coherence and national 
structure which generated far more unity 
anq national presence than, for instance, 
the network of autonomous groups 
which make up the People's Party. It 
would practice and develop effective. 
methods of criticism, evaluation, and 
support. And it would strive for greater 
unity over time. 

The specifics of party organizing and 
strategy will, of course, have to be 
debated at length ·over the coming 
months. Yet it seems to me that the 
underlying argument for an activist 
socialist party is essential and unco!}tro
vertible. For the fundamental process at 
wo~k throughout a revolutionary history
the process in which particular battles, 
programs, even the struggle for the state 
and socialism itself are ultimately only 
means-is the collective liberation and 
self-liberation of the working class, and 
through it humanity. And it will be as a 
new party learns to listen to the people, 
care about people's concrete needs and 
speak its intentions and views honestly 
and openly, and as a new party ~earns to 
help organize, lead, and politicize mass 
struggle against the power of the corpor
ate class ·and its state apparatus, that,it 
will sink real roots, grow, and kindle the 
massive insurgency which forms the 
heart of socialist transformation. • 
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Auto assembly line, 1930 

Socialism or 
Rootlessness? 

by Bob McMahon 
Chapel Hill N~M 

The first task in forming a strategy is 
to ask what' are our .strengths and weak
nesses, what goals can we reasonably set 
qurselves given our ct,ment strengths and 
following. Given an honest assessment of 
our strength, we can then begin to ask 
how to organize so as to best respond to 
the current moment, and to build our 
strength for future moments. Debates on 
"strategy" thiJ.t ignore the need to be 
connected to our current, real situation 
are abstract games, with no roots in the 
present or ties iri the future. , 

Strategic disc\lssion•withiq NAM-' 
JSpeci~lly~r9ul},,d, ~l~~tqral, ,poll,tic_s--'-has 
not been free of this overJy,abstract 
quality., One specimen of such writing 
appeared as an Opinion Column in the 
May issue of this newspaper, entitled 
"Socialism or Syndicalism," by Bill 
Burr. The article is a polemic directed 
'against what Burr sees as syndicalist 
tendencies in NAM which urge focusing 
exclusively upon organizing for workers' 
control, to the neglect of any concern 
with politics or state power. Stafo power, 
he asserts, must be pivotal to a tr,uly 
socialist strategy, and elections are at 
present the best means of obtaining 
power and social legitimacy. NAM . 
should focus on developing comprehen
sive programs that meet the p~ds of the 
working class as a whole: "In this way, 
we will not be restricted to fighting for 
the interests of specific sectors of the 
working class, but will be able to address 

ourselves to every problem or aspect of 
life ·under modern capitalism." Syndica
lists, by focusing only on workers in 
specific factories _!lnd only on their roles 
in production simply further the frag
mentation l!nd. alienation of the working 
class. 

PAPER TIGER 

In his article Burr sets out to fight 
a paper tiger-the views he describes as 
"syndicalism" (an exclusive focus on 
workers' _control to the neglect of air 
else, and especially of the state) simply 
do pot characterize the broad range of 
pur, disfu~sjgn ~n. Vf.9J:l<nlac1.i;irgantzing, 
although they may be held ~y a few in 
NAM. Burr does not even deal very' . 
concretely with workers' control as an 
organizing strategy to be followed at 
present. The whole of his argument 
against it is an abstract' discussion· of its 
insufficiency by itself as an organizing 

, principle for a socialist society, together 
with a statement of the need to work 
around the multiple roles and spheres of 
life which workers deal"wit.li in capitalist 
society. But Burr himself immediately 
collapses this multiplicity of roles into 
that'of citizen, and from then on speaks 
only of the state, where his primary 
interest lies. 

The· main point of "Socialism or 
Syndicalism" is the argument that the 
central focus of socialist work should be 
running election campaigns that offer 
total alternative,s to capitalism. Although 
he might deny it, Burr's Hne of reasoning 

Reform or Revolution? 

by J.O. 
"Sanger NAM 

At a time when a strong working-class 
perspective is developing within NAM it 
becomes vital to criticize strongly articles 
like Bill Burr's "Socialism vs. Syndicalism" 
There are two serious errors made in tlie 
article which invalidate the rest of the 
arguments. These r~volve around why 
workplace organizing-is important and 
around the nature of state power. 

WHY FOCUS ON WORKPLACE 
ORGANIZING? 

Burr believes that the _wowing tende~cy 
in NAM advocating workplace organizing 
as a primary strategic focus is based on 
an under~tanding of socialism basically as 
workers' control. He goes on to argue 
that this isn't really socialism, but left
wing syndicalism. I won't deny that such 
a·tendency exists, although I think it is 
small and insignificant. Also, I agree with 

some of the observations made about 
syndicalism. Ho.wever, r strqngly disagree 
with his characteriZ'lltion of American 
socialists who have recently refocused on 
the workplace. . 

The growing tendency to concentrate 
on the workpb1ce is not based on an 
understanding of socialism as just work
ers' control; rather it grows out of an' 
historical understanding of society, an 
understanding of capitalism and its 
material basis, and from'an understand
ing of hO\v' people develop revolutionary 
class consciousness. 

An historical understanding of society· 
reveals that class struggle is the motive 
force of history. "In capitalist society, 
the capitalist class and the working class 
are the only pure classes. They are the 
only classes whose existence and devel
opment are entirely dependent on the 
course taken by the modern evolution of 
production and only from the vantage 
poin~ of these classes can a plan for• the 
total organization of society ever be 

Workplace Organizi 
would seem to cast doubt on whether one 
can organize, in tru!,Y socialist fashion, in 
any specific workplace or community· 
project. For Bur{ argues that socialists 
should avoid fighting for the interests of 
specific sectors of the working class, but 
instead speak for the working class as a 
whole, and "address ourselves to every 
problem and aspect of life un4er capital
ism." Underlying Burr's attack on syndi
calism is the conviction that any limited 
organizing project, unless it is a secondary 
adj1,mct to a total electoral alternative, is 
really "syndicalist" by his definition. 

REAL LIFE 

It may sound very· well to call for 
such a total alternative, but in real life 
we never organize around all the contra
dictions of-capitalism at once, but around 
specific situations confronting particular 
groups of people. We can try to general
ize from the lessons of such struggles. We 
can be constantly alert for opportunities 

~ to unite these struggles with those of 
other groups, to build a broader, class
conscious movement. Within this context 
we can try to present our vision of 
socialism as an alternativ~. But unless we 
remain concerned with. the immediate. · 
and the particular, we have no roots in 
the present existence of the working 
class. Without such roots, how can we 
hope to eqgage the V\;'Orking class in the 
process of building a socialist movement? 

Without such roots we cut ourselves 
off from our own existence as working 
people, subject as other ·working people 
to particular stresses and problems. Our 
role becomes effective1y that of detached 
intellectuals, outside the immediate situ
ation -of the working class and able to. 
see the n_eeds'of the wotking class a~ a 
whole and offer programs to lead it. 
Socialism becomes a set of ideas brought 
to the working class from without by an 
intellectual vanguard. How odd it is that 
such a Leninist notion of the role of NAM 
should come from our most fervently 
democratic, anti-Leninist tendency! 

immediate strategies aimed at building 
mass community or workplace organiza
tions as a base for power and influence 
(and also as the base any electoral effort 
needs to, be successful). But realistically, 
I think we all know how slim our elec-

- toral chances are-especially for the kind 
of national victory required to imple
ment the comprehensive alternatives that 
Burr calls for. Even in most places where 
a variety of strong radical community 
organizations exist, the left is so fragmen
ted that it is h'ard to pull t~g(tther an 
electoral campaign rooted ln the left 
community. 

Burr does not even discuss the e_xper
ience of recent efforts at local socialist 
electoral campaigns. Groups like the 
Wisconsin Alliance began by paying lip 
service to non-electoral work, but focus
ing on elections. They scored some 
successes, Winning city council seats and 
the like. But they found severe limits on 
how much they could accomplish from 
those positions in developing a broadly
based movement. (When a small group 
organizes to run election campaigns, then 
all it has time to do is run election cam
paigns.) Recently sue~ groups have 
tended to reverse their emphasis, putting 
much'more stress on community organiz
ing than local elections. 

It is relatively easy (and fun) to 
elaborate critiques of capitalism, and 
alternative programs to capitalist institu
tions. It is possible to become so caught 
up in such exercises that one believes the 
immediate choice before us is socialism 
or capitalism. Ultimately, of course, 
the!e is no other choice-but simply 
stating the choice offers no immediate 
'guidance, nor reason for believing it will 
be made soon. Our strategy cannot be 
woven from such insubstantial fabric, 
but must come from a careful confronta
tion with our present. Tlie process of 
reasoning exemplified by "Socialism or 
Syndicalism" offers little hope for such a 
confrontation. • 

4.(J~INSI..EL)lC.TQRAL.ACTI:V.ITY..., - .... "' 
• 

I would suggest that the attraction of 
elections for Burr is that they offer a 
way of "saying it all at once," of offering 
a comprehensive total.platform. His con
tention that elections are at present the· 
best means of winning power and legiti
macy is hard to support-not that we 
won't use_ elections over the long haul as 
part.of our road to state pow~r, but at 
present, in mo~t places, we haven't built 
the initial bases of support'·to win mean
ingful victories. It is one thing to run 
educational campaigns, like the Socialist 
Workers' Party or other sects. But Burr 
spoke of gaining real power, and offered 
elections as the best road now available. 

Is this true? His abstract discussion of 
state power will not tell us-it says 
nothing about the state of our movement 
and its capabilities. Burr does not even 
mention, let alone evaluate, alternative 

imagined." (Lukacs, History and Class 
Consciousness). The 'struggle between 
these two classes is the primary contra- ' 
diction in advanced cap1talism, and only 
the victory of the working class will 
advance society to socialism. 

The social relations which character
ize capitalist society are rooted in the 
workplace. (I may add, by workplace, 
I don't mean only factories-, like Burr 
suggested, but also hospitals, offices, 
schools, the communications and trans
portations industries, etc.) It is the 
relatiorts of labor that define the classes 
into which society is divided. The work
place is also where some of the more 
blatant contradictions .of capitalism are 
found: the conflict between profit and 
human needs; collectivized production 
and private ownership; the benefits of 
production going to unproductive 
owners. Inevitably, we are most likely 
to develop a class consciousness which 
points to our common needs and to the 
common solutions which these needs 
demand at the very point where classes 
are defined and contradictions are 
clearest. 

It is the eventual goal of the larger 
movement that defines a workplace focus 
as syndicalist or socialist. A syndicalist 
movement aimS'to take over production. 
A socialist.movement aims t_o. take over 

Auto assembly line, 1970 

society, to take over state power. A 
trade-unionist orientation, for that 
matter, can emanate fro~ a ~orkplace 
focus as easily, if not more easily, as a 
syndicalist or socialist orientation can. 
Burr's convenient mistake is to assume 
that syndicalism is the only inevitable 
outcome. Most groups I know and work 
with who are doing workplace organizing 
do see themselves working towards 
taking state power. They are working not 
only for workers' control, but a socialist 
revolution. So, if the workpla_ce _tendency 
is not necessarily syndicalist, how does 
it differ from what Burr proposes as 
socialist strategy? 



1izing: an exchange 

Politics in Command! 
Bill Burr 
DeKalb NAM 

McMahon's reply to "Socialism or 
Syndicalism" misinterprets the basic 
character of the piece as well as my 
motive in writing it. What moved me to 
write my piece was an understanding 
that there was a dendency within NAM 
towards syndicalist conceptions and that 
those individuals who put forth those 
ideas were primarily oriented toward 
workplace organizing. During various dis
cussions at the NAM National Council, 
most participants P.~.tforth syndicalist 
conceptions of socialist organizing. 
Further, in the NAM literature on work
place· qrganizing as a strategic focus, 
there is a strong tendency to completely 
ignore the r9le of political ( state Y power, 
as if society was nothing more than an 
array of economic relationships between 
people. I was not trying to attack a 
"paper tiger" in order to sneak in ap 
argument for el~ctoral politics, but 
instead to counterpose to the significant 
syndicalist tendency in NAM a broader 
conception of socialism's meaning for 
twentieth-century United States. 

BEYOND "ORGANIZING" 

More important than McMahon's 
misreading of my motives is his misinter
pretation of the basic character and 
purpose of !'Socialism or Syndicalism." 
McMahon is apparently convinced that 
any attempt to conti;ibute to the devel
opment of a socialist perspective for 
NAM must take the form of a guide to 

UNDERSTANDING OF STATE POWER 

The real disagreement can be found 
in Burr's second error, namely, his under
standing of state power. From his argu
ment about state power the differences 
between Burr's approach and a work
focus clearly becoJlles not "socialism. vs. 
syndicalism," but "reform vs. revolution." 
What distinguishes us is our understand
ing of this struggle for s.tate power~ Burr 
writes, "a fundamental condition of 
capital's stlpr~macy in all of society is its 
supremacy over the sta.te." HOW TRUE! 
But, is Burr trying to suggest that this 
supremacy is. based on capitalists' ability 

organizing. This leads him to fflisinter
·pret my position on the relationship of 
electoral participation to workplace and 
community organizing. H,e·is simply 
wrong in seeing the "main point" of the 
piece to be a plea for immediately par
ticipating in election campaigns. McMahon 
gives convincing, if not wholly original 
arguments why running candidates right 
now would be a mistake for most NAM 
chapters. But it has apparently not 
occurred to McMahon that the question 
of electoral participation might require 
serious attention before it became an 
immediate "practical" consideration. 

As demonstrated by NAM's experience 
in the Berkeley Tenant Organizing Com
mittee, in the campaign against the Domed 
Stadium in Minneapolis, and in the cur
rent struggle in the Fox 'River Valley 
against a proposed shopping center, or
ganizing in the workplace and the com
munity, if it is at all succ(}ssful, inevitably 
comes up against some branch of govern
ment. At that point of confrontation 
with political authority we face a choice. 
If we continue to confront government 
only as petitioners we leave the ability to 
shape the response and resolution of our 
demands to bourgeois politicians. Or, we 
can run candidates for office o'n the basis 
of.serious, integrated platforms encom
passing the demands that have grown out 
of our organizing efforts while we continue 
our struggles in the workpl_ace, schools, 
neighborhoods, hospitals, etc. (For a 
.more extended discussion see Part 4 of 
"Persp_ective on Electoral Activity" by 
James Weinstein in NAM Newspaper, 
Jun.e, 1973.) 

The point is not that everyone in NAM 
shoula begin to mount election campaigns, 
much less to discourage organizing in "any 

~ s_pe~!Q~ ... wo11<p~mpi.,u,!2J!~!~C., 
· The pomr\s tliat any sucn movement 
which engagesjn community organizing 
must have a comprehensive strategy, so 

'\hat all forms of short-term:or sectoral 
organizing acquire significance in terms 
of a long range object, so that the reso
lution of every immediate lssue involving 
particular groups of people can be seen 
as a choice bet.ween the maintenance of 
capitalism and an advance toward 
socialism. 

LENIN AND DEMOCRACY 

McMahon is correct in his claim that 
I made "leninist" arguments in my piece. , 
But he is incorrect to counterpose 
Leninism and democracy. After all, it 
was Lenin who said, "In the same way 
as there can be no victorious socialism 
that does not practice full democracy, 
so the proletariat cannot prepare for its 
victory" over the bourgeoisie without an 

to draw votes?!?! This supremacy is 
based on the historical fact that the 
bourgeoisie is the ruling class, and its 
state is designed·to represent its interests 
regardless of whom you elect. This is 
where the real differences lie. Burr would 
argue that this power is based on the 
ability to get someone elected. (Burr 
claims that the failure of revolutionaries 
in the 30's was their failure-to come up 
with an electoral alternative to Roosevelt. 
This is ridiculous. -The failure of revolu
tionaries in the 30's was due to a com
plexity of reasons including the determin
ation of CPUSA politics by Moscow, and 
the failure to keep the final goal of ; 
socialism as the aim of popular mass 
movement.) I and others doing workplace 

- organizing believe that the bourge.ois 
state is designed to meet the interest of 
the ruling class. It doesn't matter who is 
elected; the state serves its masters faith
fully. Socialist society won't be ushered 
in by having a new class governing within 
the ~ontext of the bo~~gois state. Rather, 
we need to smash the old machinery and 
with state power build a new society that 
will represennhe interests·of the work
ing class. 

To do this we need to build a revolu
tionary socialist move~ent. Those ofus 
doing workplace organizing believe that 
a socialist movement is not built by 
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all-round, consistent, aftd4"evolutionary 
struggle for.democracy." We can especi
ally learn from Lenin on this point-that 
all socialists have to detach themselves, to 
a certain extent; from the daily conditions 
of the working class. Only by doing that 
can the,y acquire a perspective that en
compasses the social and political rela
tions of'the whole of society and that 
is adequate to the task of deveioping the 
revolutionary strategy and programs 
necessary to the building of a socialist 
mc)Vement. If the political .horizons of 
socialists go no further than the shop 
floor or the community, they will never 
attain the sbcio-political perspective 
required by the working class for its 
revolutionary object in an age of multi
mational _ruling class strategy. 

Bob McMahon claims that the test of 
.,;t~e..ap.pr,0prJ~te;ness·of a so<,ialist0str~tegy 
'is. the degr'ee"fo' wfiich it is "connected to 
our current real situation" and a "careful 
confrontation with our present." I 
couldn't agree with him more. But then 
he goes on to say that we must begin our 
organiz1ng exclusively "around specific 
situations confronting particular groups 
of people." Our politics, McMahon , 
argues, cannot be based on an "immediate 
choice between socialism or capitalism." 

. By divorcing socialism from "real life" 
and making it into a "vision" rather than 
a practical.mode or organizing a humane 
society, and in confining political activity 
to "particular groups of people," McMahon. 
argues for a left politics that is little more 
than populism or radical interest-group 

, politics. McMahon reproduces the dualism 
of "immediate demands first, socialism 
later" which has been the chief premise of 
left-wi,ng politics since Edouard Bernstein 
and the Second 1!1ternati?rtal. 

people canvassing door-to-docir, and 
trying to convince others of the "moral" 
superiority of socialism, and all we have 
to do is to "convert" enough people to 
seeing it like we do and voting us in. A 
revolutionary socialist movement is built 
through struggles that involve people in 
fighting capitalism and its racist, sexist, 
and imperialist manifestations; and 
people fight capitalism because of what 
it does to them; they struggle for social
ism because the historical necessity for it 
becomes clear. . 

Elections are useful in that they can 
be used to demonstrate popular feeling, 
-can act as a barometer of growing revolu
tionary consciousness. But elections 
)Von't ever build revolutioi:iary conscious
ness. That comes with struggle, and the 
most significant focus for this struggle is 
where we experience the cpntradictions 
of capitalism and the necessity for 
socialism most clear1y arid in a collective 
( or class) context. 

Again, we must be clear on the goals 
of our struggle. If "socialism>\. as it exists 
in England or Sweden is what we have in 
mind, then Burr's proposal is sound. 
However, as someone who has to deal 
with the oppressive conditions of work 
under capitalist society, I don't find that 
prospect very attractive. • 

sociA.LISM vs. cAPIT ALISM 
I contend that any mov~ment whose 

politics do not embody the choice 
between capitalism and socialism in 
terms of concrete progra~s, so that 
socialism proves to be an immediately 
necessary, practical, and urgent alterna
tive to capitalist rule, will never be _revolu
,tiol)?-fY. 

Socialists can work pn what McMahon 
calls "limited organizing projects" and 
nothing in my article should have given 
any other impression. At a certain point 
the socialist movement will have to devel
op a corr1prehensive program for U.S. 
society and give it political expression 
via elections, if it really means to imple
ment it. We don't have thaf program and 
we do. not,h~ve tµe pqntical ~OV(lment 
that could· organize'aroµnd it. Until then 
(and after) there is a need'for specific 
programs which do immediately raise the 
question of socialist ~e_mocracy. _ 

The proposal for public ·ownership of 
the energy industries, introduced at the 
National Council by members of the 
Caucus for a National Strategy, is an 
example of what I have in mind (see the 
article by Dan Marschall in the May Nf.M 
~~wspaper for an exposition of some of 
the basic ideas of the proposal). A pro
gram for social ownership oithe energy 
industries would intrbauce socialism 
iRto the political discourse of U.S. 
society. At the same time it could help 
sustain and transform the already existing 
(however tentative) struggle of the U. ~
labor movement against the ruling class 
offensive on the working class' standard 
of living ( see Jim Livingston's article 
"Labor and Politics in the 70's" in the 
NAM Discussion Bulletin No. 7). 

The great irony imbedded in_ 
McMahon's argument is that the exigen
cies of life in U.S. society noV{ are 
bringing many working Americans to the 
point where they have to make a choice 
between capitalist rule and a system of 
public ownership and democratic control. 
At this moment elements of-the U.S. 
labor movement are discussing in very 
concrete terms public ownership of the 
energy industries as a practical -solution 
to the problems that the whole working 
class.is facing because of the "energy 
crisis" (see, for example, the United 
Mine Workers Journal, April 1-15). And 
yet McMahon and all who share his views 
are, in effect, sayin~ that socialists should 
lag behind the labor movement, ignore 
their discussions of nationalization, and 
thus cut the left off from tqe beginnings 
of social~t discussion in a social move
ment with more than 20 million members. 
Such are the con~equences of a strategy 
based on the view that the left cannot 
make politics in "real life" on the basis 
of such an "insubstantial fabric" as 
soci~lism or capitalism. • 

There will be no NAM newspaper 
next month due to. our summer pub
lication schedule-which is disrupted 
by the NAM national convention in 
Lexington. Our next issue (September) 
will be out in mid-August. The dead
line for articles is August 5. 
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sarily imply a lack of criticism.of the recruit what constituency into the army 
women's movement? On the contrary, of the proletariat. We need autonomy 
NAM has co11sistently critiqued the . . for survival: we need to gather strength 
uncritical concept of "sisterhood" in away from men; we need to fight for reply to Easton 

W t 
radical and liberal feminism, explaining things like control of our bodies, or 

Omen au OnomU t~at it. o_bscures the class and r~cial childcare, that no one .else but w,omen ' i. h1erarch1es among women. At times will fight for. It won't do any good to 

and Socl•a·1,•st st•ategy}~::uh:fii~;~~n!~~hu~!~~;oi:~~~g~~~:~- ~: :~ll~~~r:h:0~~~1;;: ~:~:::/~~~. 
I 

1 
• ments wl:ien 1t would be appropnate to by acting as if some degree of autonomy 

do so. , for oppressed groups is not an indepen-
by Barbara Machtinger and expectation that socialism and feminism A~d is i! a slip that East~m clain:s dent value that may not always coincide 

Deborah Hertz fit together like two puzzle pieces has that ~ar~sm sees pr~duc~1ve relat10ns exac;tly in the short range with the'class 
Minneapolis NAM to be criticized. But it does not f,,ollow as the basi~ of oppress10n? Aft~r our struggle. 

that the solution to an incomplete inte- hera~ded d1s~overy of the role of_reRro- The point is that because Easton 
IT'S VERY NICE to ~en the NAM gration of socialism and feminism is to ~uctive relattqns m ~dvanced capi!ahsm, doesn't seem to see wmpen as an op-

newspaper and read a prowcative piece pit them against each other once more. is ~ast.?n ab_out to ~ive us a Mar~sm pressed group with consequent needs 
on our sacrosanct and increasingly dusty Some of us have assumed that our which 1s as. 1mpovenshed and un,dialec- for autonomy, her rather traditional 
theory of socialist feminism. Eastpn's theory is sufficient and it we only think tical as her "[emini~m?" For w_e h~ve conclusions don't really follow frqm 
paper describes NAM's current paralysis and try harder we will come up with not bee~ ~rymg (o mtegrate Marxism quite interesting observations. For exam-
in this area and attributes it to the programs. Easton implies that our para!- ~nd fem1e1s~ merely b~cause of _our ple, why should the fact that the family 
incorrectness of our socialist feminist ysis in programmatic activity is the . con~ern w1!}1 women s oppression is post-patriarchal not indicate a greater, 
theory. One thing she points to is socia- result of incorrect theory. We feel this and s~pport of the aut~nomous . rather than lesser need for women's 
list feminism's dependence upon radical Jack is due not to an incorrect theory w~men s movemen(. Our mvestment m culture and community? As the family 
feminism. Her conclusion is that even but to an underdeveloped one. The cri; this area_, as ~AM women, has_ been far breaks down and men fight back by 
the tendencies in the women's move- teria for good theory is if you can use more existential than that. This leads us withdrawing affection, all the more 
ment with the best politics-ii.e., the it. This is not meant to downplay NAM's to the heart of the matter-Easton's re~son for us to band together! 
socialist feminist unions-are ·not the theoretiCJl-1 successes so far. We as an approach to autonomy. One of the most ironic things about 
answer because they are autonomous, organization have reason to be proud. Easton's conclusions i~ that she is part 
split the wqrking class, and therefore. We have gone further than ,anyone else of an organization which prides itself 
cannot make a socialist revolution. For in developing socialist feminism. on attempting to come to creative syn-
Easton assumes, like all socialist femi- Easton says that women in NAM theses of outdated polarizations which 
ninsts, that only a socialist transforma- feel guilty about being members of a have impeded socialism in advanced 
tion of our whole society can systema- mixed organization. If women feel guilty capitalist countries. We want a new 
tically destroy sexism and create real it is not because we are in a mixed definition of the working class, an 
alternatives for women of all classes in movement but because we have no ade- .-: .. ._ru,_, activist p,arty of a new type. So why 
childcare, health care;e~ucation, ·social quate programs to meet the needs and not continue to work toward a new 
an,d familial relations. Many of Easton_'s aspirations of women in this society. ...._,,,_.._ combination. of Marxism and ·feminism 
points are solid and we agree whole- One of Easton'g, major problems is ---~ also? , 
heartedly with these. Yet somehow her her oversimplified and somewhat out- ~-1...... It is also an omission not to have 
conclusions don't seem to follow. Her dated notion of. "feminism." She distin- discussed the increasingly urgent situa-
major concern is not with the politics guishes between radical, liberal, and tion of women within NAM and our 
of the women's movement but with its (autonomoµs) socialist feminism, but internal struggle against sexism. Aft!;:r 
claims to· a~tonomy. The problem with_ approaches these groupings in an overly all, it was because of sexism within a 
her analysis is tl}at although she men- static fashion. She fails to P.,ay signifi- · mixed movement that women abandoned 
tions the need for some degree of femi- cant attention to tJ:ie political develop- the- left in droves. 
nist organizational -au'tonom<", at the ment of these groups and to n.ew con- We thinl< the best way to deaJ with 

J -rebecca davenport h 
beginning of her article, no recognition stituencies of the wome'n's movement. sexism is to ave more autonomy 
of the value of autonomy is incorpora- Aren't there str'uggles around the Unlike Easton, we respect the right within NAM, not Jess. We see the need 
ted into her conclusions. Because she relation between class and sex within and indeed the need for a degree of for a strategy which includes plans for 
does not seem to view women as an N.O.W.? Isn't the evolution of socialist organizational autonomy for all women. an expanded national women's caucus 
oppressed group, and autonomy as an feminist unions a much more signifi- She totally undercuts the reasons and formulating national programs around 
independent value, her perceptive ob- cant development that Easton acknowl-_ advantages of such autonomy. Her state- key women's issues like abortion. We 
servations lead to the most traditional edges? And what about the new Black ment that the women's movement has see the need for local cooperation 
of conclusions: wmt around, girls, Feminists Organization and the Coali- influenced the development of socialist, between NAM's women's caucuses and 
freedom's for after the revolution. tion of Labor Union Women, which feminism more than the socialist move- socialist feminist unions around such 

We'll begin with our points of agree- really don't fit .any o( t11,e t_hr,ee,.. ca,;!,_e:;.. ,,,. .. .,;i_ men! !s~ ~ejther s1:rpri~i_!:& ~~rJ!,,o~r!~l~~- .,;,, ry~t}<?,!1aU>ro_gram~. We see the move 
ment.~It-is-true-that wofnen-in'the,.I ·- gories,,awf are ex.citing'preyis~Jy for · · 

1 
Women m ~utonomous ~r~am~atIQI1$t - ~·+-tow_a:ci•gt,ea:1er u~ity on !h~ left as 

or,ganization have not made socialist that reason? are not dramed by workmg with, men exc1tmg because m a socialist federation 
feminism a concern of the whole organ- Also, since when does using 'a gen- and can work on socialist. feminism full of some type women's unions and NAM 
ization. Men have beeµ, excluded totally era! term to identify oneself imply that time. That we should' work togetp.er, could both be a part of a larger left 
from the process. This has been und~r~ one is uncritical of other movements and, when appropriate, look to them organization. We must not pit socialism 
standable; as with any oppressed group which use the same label? Because NAM for leadership on these questions, seems and feminism against each other; nor 
women have beewmore concerned with uses the term "socialist" to define logical. should we collapse one into the other. 
their own development and less with itself is it uncritical of other socialist Fundamentally, the ,reasons for Living on the borderline between two 
lending clarity td' those around them. mov:ments, parties, or countries? So women's autonomy are not simply who movements is not always fun'. But let's 

Ea~ton is correct that the implicit why should our use o_f "feminist" neces- can do what program or 'Yho can not give up too soon! • 

nEw am,11can mo11EmE•nT 
Lexington, Ky.; July11-14 

3rd Annual NationBI Convention 
ILLUSIONS OF CAPITALISM'S endless expanion 'have been pro~oundly 

shaken by liberation struggles in Asia, Africa, and Latin America in the last ten 
years. A new ~ra of inter-capitalist competition has begun that threatens the 
world hegemony that the U.S. achieved ajter World War 11. Watergate and the 
energy crisis have laid bare the.sinews that connect the corporations to the state. 
As a·result, confidence in business and government is at an all time low, while 
support for insurgency is rising. 

NAM, as part of the socialist left, has crucial decisions before it with regard 
to how it will develop as an organization within this context. 

PARTIAL AGE.NOA. 

THURSDAY,JULY 11-UNITYONTHE LEFT 

Report and discussion of initiatives toward left unity by NAM, People's 
Party, the Mass Party People; proposals. 

Building a Multi-National Movement. 

Evaluation of our efforts over the last year and discussion of the rela
tion 'between a socialist movement and national struggl~s in the l). S. 

FRIDAY, JULY 12 - THE PARTY 

What sort of party do we seek to build and·how should NAM proceed 
to build it? . 

Building Nation·a1 Organization. 

Evaluation and suggestions for developing nationall\'. 

SATURDAY, JULY 13 .a. WORKPLACE ORGANIZING 

Panels on the labor movement and socialist strategy, and (!rganizing 
a~proaches to the workplace. 

SUNDAY, JUI,. Y 14 - SOCIALISM AND FEMINISM 

Discussion of NAM:s relations with the autonomous vvomen's move
ment and programmatic suggestions for the integration of women's 
liberation into the struggle for socialism. 

PROCEDURES 

All NAM members and observers are welcome to the Convention. Registra
tion for members if $5.00; for observers it is $10.00. Observers will have no 
voice in the plenaries. Only NAM literature will be distributed inside the hall 
except for that of groups specifically invited to bring their literature by the ' 
National Interim Committee. Registration begins at noon on Thursday. 

LOCATION 

Main Ballroom of the University of Kentucky Student Center, which is 
located at the corner of Euclid Avenue and South Limestone Street in Lexington. 

\ 
HOUSING 

Rooms will be available in campus dormitories at $10.00/day double occu-
pancy,,Other housing is available off campus. · 

DAYCARE 

The U~iversity's Early Childhood Laboratory will be available to children of 
registrants frpm 9: 00 a.m. to 10: 00 p.m~ -It will be staffed by.paid personnel and 
volunteers. -- · 

For further information write to the NAM National 'Office, 2421 E. Franklin 
Avenue! Minneapolis, MN 55406. 
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fighting racism and for black power 
over decisions that affected the lives of 

Pacific Regional Draws 2~~,dp,~\Y.movingwithooh~ 

black people. These aspects· of black 
nationalism had revolutionary potential, 
Scott stated. 

The major weakness of this national
ism however was that the goals of the 
bla~k movem~nt could not be achieved 
oy blacks alone. NAM must understand 
that_ all sectors of the working class 
must be unified in a socialist organiza
tion, a party, that includes black~ and 
other ethnic groups. To accomplish 

by Bill Kononen and Del Griffin 
Berkeley-Oakland NAM 

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA was the 
site of the third Pacific Regional NAM 
meeting held on May 18 and l9. For 
the first time the Regional was organized 
as a public event open to participation 
by NAM members and anyone interested 
in NAM. 125 to 150 people attended, 
including representatives from recently
formed chapters in Chico and Santa 
Cruz, several representatives from a 
group of 40-60 socialists in Los Angeles 
who are considering joining NAM, and 
numerous individuals from around the 
San Francisco Bay area, as well as mem
bers of Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
Berkeley-Oakland,,and ELF /NAM. 

Seen as a conference to help NAM 
chapters develop their politics, the 
meeting was organized around four 
panel discussions on questions facing 
the national organization and around 
workshops where regional programs and 
structures were to be developed. 

THE PANELS 

SOCIALISM AND FEMINISM 

NAM's relationship to the autonomo~ 
women's movement. and practice around 
women's oppression', as well as theore~i
cal approaches' to so~iali~m and f7mimsm, 
were· among the topics discussed m the 
widely-attended panel by Barbara ~aston 
and Toby Silvey of-Berkeley-Oakland 

of women as a key to the liberation of sion and.strength, presuppo~es dem~- . 
the entire. working_class. , cracy. Participation in decision-making~ 

Within NAM, she argued, the Womens is the precondition for unity of action. 
Caucus must funct!on _as a pressur~ The party is not an army and, Healy 
group in the orgamzat10n. Everything said "unity does not mean conformity, 
must-be done to ass~rl:! ~hat ~tAhMb bl e- and 'discipline is not blind obedience." 
comes a mixed orgamzation w1 a - . . 

· d b · hip James Weinstein (San Francisco NAM) 
ance mem ers . . d h . 'f' f NAM' 

Barbara Easton traced NAM's fi!ilure pomte o_ut t ~ s1gm icance o s 
to generate more practice around present d1scuss1on- of the party. ~en 
women's oppression to the continuing NAM "':as star~ed two ,:ears ag?, 1t was 
influence on NAM of the separatist almost 11:1p?ss1?le to raise ~he !ssue of 
tendency in the women's movement. party-bmldmg m the orgamzation. . 
l'h. t· lt · 1- Social developments, however, especially 1s some IIDes resu s m a mora ism . . . 1· · I d 
th t I d t f • h Nixon's policies and the po 1hca an a ea s o con us10n over w o can . . . . 

econorruc c~1ses, have given nse to an 

this goal of a multi-nati~n_al or~aniza~ion, 
NAM must actively participate m anti
racist struggles as well as initiate them. 

Mike Downing of the Los Angeles 
"pre-chapter" reiterated the importance 
of revolutionary groups initiating 
struggles against racism. Thi~ activity 
will begin to overcome the idea tp.at 
racism is just a minority issue, will help 
break down the distrust• that minorities 
have of whites, 11nd will create on-going 

--------------------------------, institutions to deal with racism. It will 

Building the New . 
Arllerican Movement 

also point out the strategy for approach-
ing racism as a political is~ue-the neces- _,_,,, 
sity qf unity for"a revolutionary move-
ment'. 

or cannot work on issues generally assoc
iated with women's oppression·. It 

NAM must develop a perspective on 
the right of self-determinatton for third 
world people., t>owning continued. New ._ ___________ ..,.. __________________ ..,.._ structures must also be created to deal 

understanding by many people of the with institutionalized racism. And since 

should be as much a concern of men 
as of women to work towards the elim
ination of the capitalist' division of 
labor in the factory or office, the home, 
and in the soci:alist movement itself. We 
must work toward solidifying, not avoid
ing this unity of interest. 

THE PARTY 

The highlight of the conference fof 
many was· the evening panel on the 

need for socialism. This, in turn, forces racism is not simply a matter of econo-
the need for a party rather than an mies we must also seek to transform 
organization oi- a movement. The party's people's personal attitudes towards 
function is to represent or speak for a minority-relater! issues. 
class contesting for power over society The final speaker in the national 
as a whole. · minoritfos panel, John Ohta of the Los 

The perspective of a new society Angeles "pre-chapter," raised the prob-
transcends the politics of the New Left !em of the distrust minorities have of 
whose stress 'was around intereSt_group whites. Sources of thfs distrust include 
politics framed· in negative terms (anti- the labor movement's racism towards 
war). Here, tbere is much to be learne~ Asians and the white left's inconsistent 
from Lenin, at the heart of whose poh- support.of issues critical to Asian people. 
tics are ·two principles. FirSt, that Style is important too-arrogance, com-
within the working class the key issue petition, and language usage all act to 
has to be socialism versus capitalism. turn off third world people. At the very 
Second, that politics is a struggle of least, the left must learn to talk in 
one class against another for power- language that non-leftists can under-
state power. ' stand. Different third world people 

WORKPLACE ORGANIZING 

,.. .J NAM's perspective towards the work-
,;, .. 1/ . . ~~l~ce.,1._the.:m!i?! }?~ic ~[ t~i~ su!11m~'.s,..... 

should be approached in different ways: 
in institutions formed along racial lines 
(on campuses, at churches) as well as 1 

in organizations c;utting across racial 

r,: r-~-..,. nat'10naf"'co11vetrt1on, was·d1scussedljy ,~ ,.. 
two \Vomen involved in organizing on the 
the job. Amy Hollander of Berkeley
Oakland NAM, a shop steward in 

party, especially the speech by long
time activist Dorothy Healey. The audi
ence was large and enthusiastic and the 

AFSCME, emphasized that workplace 
organizing must be made an essential 

,part of consumer action~ since other-
wise consumer demands can easily be 
turned against workers involved in that 
industry. For example, a victory for 
consumers arounq jo~ cutbacks at utility 
companies could result in workers losing 
their jobs. 

She also related the difficulties in 
talking to people from different back-

: grounds about political issues and 
described the building of "unionism" 
in her workplace-the increasing con
sciousness of wo~kers in their power and 
and how to assert it. 

Sharon Stricker of Los Angeles NAM, 
a teacher in the L. A. school district, 
discussed organizing in the social service 
sector. For a genuine socialist move
ment in this country, she asserted, real 
workers' control must exist. Teachers 

"-Oistinctigns-,(Hn-ions) .. ,}.t't"1~~-;c, -· ..... #~ :ca>~ '-I· _ .. 

RESOLUTIONS 

Out of the energy workshop emerged 
what might potentially be the begin
nings of a national strategy around the 
nationalization of the energy industry. 
Plans were made between several of the 
chapters to develop the outlines of a 
legal statute to be introduced into the 
Congress, as well as the possibility of 

~ linking up with the many utility' strug
gles existing across the United States. 
· To look into the possibility of pro

moting this program as well as to plan 
future conferences and p~omote travel
ing within California and the Pacific 
Region, a Sfate Coordinating Committee 
was 'established• 

battered homes 
( Continued from ·Pagel -I) 

and that organizing to stop redevelop
ment isn't enough. Such admonitions ~re 
undramatic and stand as appendices to 
the play rather than integral parts of the 
plot, and hence may be lost to many in 
the audience. 

Ni\M. Recent debate in the NAM news
paper (May and June}over these issues 
had created much excitement and dis
cussion. 200 people (including many· 
from local women's groups and radical 
psychiatry) were in the audience. 

, discussion lively. . 

at her school have begun to build what 
might be considered a workers' council 
in embryo, emerging from a long pro
cess of struggle with socialists clearly 
articulating an alternative perspective . 

Despite some loose en~ and charac
terizations that sometimes threaten to 
overwhelm the play's slender framework, 
Battered Homes and Gardens is tremen
dously lively and enjoyable, utilizing an 
immediate medium to teach some basic· 
lessons in socialism in a non-rhetorical 
way. The play is class conscious and 
stresses the necessity of coll~ctive action 
.i.J]. the struggle for power and control. 

Easton and Silvey agreed that NAM 
has failed to make a substantial commit
ment to programmatic activity around 
women's oppression, but disagreed on 
the basis for this failure. Silvey arguea 
that our failure stemmed from the con
tinuing heritage of the New Left-an 
assumption that "women's issues" are 
not .political a:nd a fl!ilure to deal organ
izationally with the lower level of politi
cal skills that women in this society have.• 
SJ:ie advocated the development by NAM 
of a "socialist program for the United , 
States" that feminism could have a major 
input into. As examples she suggested 
the socialization of ~omestic labor, 
va_stly expanded nurseries, neighborhood 
restaurants, collectivized housecleaning. 
She argued against a uniform notion 9f 
feminism as an ideology that sees 
wome'n as a competing interest group in 
society, and for a sociali~t feminism that 
sees the elimination of the oppression 

To Dorothy Healey (formerly in the 
Communist Party and now an at-large 
NAM memb~r and part of the L. A. 
"pre-chapter") there is an enormous gap 
in NAM between theory and organiza
tion. She affirmed the continued need 
for. a ·vanguard party though she empha
sized the difference betweeµ a true 
vanguard and the practice of most 
groups calling themselves. that.. 

The function of the vanguard is to 
lead the working class in the struggle 
against capitalism. To do this, the party 
must unite the different sectors of the 
class around the goal of socialism. She 
·emphasized that the party will have to. 
un1te whites and third world peoples, 
men and women through an active com
mitment to racial and sexual equality in 
its programi. and inter~al_ f~~ction~g. 
She was cnncal of soc1ahsts wh,.othmk 
that such unity _can be postponed in
definitely, ~hile 'different movements 
conduct "parallel" struggle_s. 

The issue of community control is 
also essential, she said, and teachers 
must try to build organizations of both 
parents and community members 
throughout the city. Such organizations 
will.hopefully avoid the narrow inte~est
group politics that could arise with 
teachers moving to coq.trpl their own 
workplaces. Once these city-wide groups 
are formed, electoral campaigns could 
be waged in the context of a new 
socialist party. 
A MULTI-NATIONAL MOVEMENT 

Jeff Scott of Berkeley-Oakrand NAM 
began the panel on the need for .a multi
racial movement by relating the strengths 
and weaknesses of the l5lack nationalist 
movement of the 1960's. That move
ment correctly saw that racism was a 
fundamental problem in American soci
ety and that militant, coiiective solidar
ity was important-that black people 
must look to themselves for liberatiOf\. 
Moreover, the nationalist movement 
stressed the need for systematically 

Alive and Trucking members see 
Battered Homes and Gardens as part of 
.a continuing•process that begins"with · 
their involvement in community and 
NAM strµggles, mo\:'es to ~ dramatization 
of those struggles that educates and acti
vates an expanding sector of the class, 
and leads to renewed struggles. Battered 
Homes and Gardens has its immediate 
·roots in Minneapolis NAM's domed 
stadium struggle (which Alive and 
Trucking supported with -skits down
town), but in the last thrc;ie years Alive 
and Trucking has work~d with over fifty 
community organizations dramatizing 
qyestions around education, welfare, 
sexuality, daycare, work, and people's 
history.. ' 
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What's Puzzlin' You? 
by Warren F. Seltzer 42f. Poor people's clothing. 

47. Domestic victim of U. S. imperialism 
ACROSS or of an inter-<:apitalist war. 

49. Inflation is making us all ...... 
I. Political tendency that sees the 5 I. One who succuml:ts to the multi-

movement as an end in itself. billion-dollar advertising industry. 
7. To distribute punishment. 54. Enemy of healthy teeth. 1 

10. The first 13th of the alphabet. 65. Government agency supposedly 
11. A series of jobs allowing the worker helping the people in 4 7 across. 

to dream of Ruling Class membership.56. Obsolete fascist greeting. 
13. Destroy. 57. Socialists must study the .... and· 
14. A car used by capitalists and their flows of class struggly. , . 

major lackeys. 
,,,. 

60. Members of the Constitutional-
16. · A consumer group of car owners. Democratic' Party which was formed 
18. Guatemalan leader ousted by CIA in Russia in October, 1905. The 

group. party fought the Bolsheviks and 
22. Native-American spiritual-political sided with the monarchy. 

--.: organization. 62. Frequently posed as the alternative 
23. Charisma on the individual level. to nuclear power. 
2~. A brand of denim work clothes. 64. An exclamation. 
26. It disappears when you stand up. 65. Neit):ier rain: ... snow, etc. (pony 
27. Unfull. • express ideology) . 
28 . .. HA! 66. Having been spiteful. 
30. The monarch of all Vietnam who 68. Musical note. 

abdicated to Ho Chi Minh, Bao ... 69. Result 0f war, along with profits. 
32. Central theme of American moraljty 70. Appropriate response to oppression. 

and politics. 
34. AH .. ! DOWN 
35. This nation was created when the 

U. S. engineered a military secession I. What the residents call the capital 
,so a canal could be built. of Italy. 

37, Euphemism for taxes. 2. A clothing company recently 
38. Used to have. unionized after a nationwide 
39. Chancellor .. , one target of Berkeley struggle involving thousands of 

Save-the-Crim School struggle. supporters. ~-
41. Nazi terror organization whose 3. One Big Union. 

name meant "The Night and_the Fog,.", 4. This former·president of Ford, 
43. The UN got into the Korean War having served an apprenticeship 

when the Security Council passed a masterminding the destruction of 
resolution that the U.S.S.R. did not lndoch1na, now a junior member 
.... because their representative of the Ruling Class as head of the 

5. 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

12. 

Misguided worker who works while 36. 
others strike. 
Mother. 
The self. 
Snaktr-like aquatic creature. 
Legal tactic of governmental 
repression aimed at wasting move
ment resources. 
In a neo-<:olonialis,.t nation, the 
domestic ruling class that sides 
with 'the foreign imperialists 
against the local peasantry and 
working class. 

38. 
40. 
42. 
43. 

45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 

Pipeline approved by U.S .. Congress 
during "energy crisis." 
Underutilized pronoun. 
Also known as crystal. 
One y.rho inadvertently. pours liquid. 
One who utilizes the popular "agent 
of change" within the system. 
Physician without specjalty. 
Without mercy. • 
Social outcome of "free love" ethic. 
Original dialectical constituent. of 
synthesis. 

was not in the session. "WorJd Bank." 
___ ;... _______________________ 15. 

Segment of the American victims 
of the Indochinese war most loved 

50. In a capitalist society this word 
denoting possession takes on 
added significance. 

-- (Continued from Page 5; • :: 

stock and property, massacring whole 
---;r?' villages suspected of supporting guer

rillas, employment of herbicides and 
crop-burnings to starve the population 
into dependence on government food 
supplies, and systematic torture to 
gather information. 

-., 

U.S. ECONOMIC INTERESTS 

During this whole period, the U.S., 
Britain, and West Germany gave 
Portugal vast amounts of military and 
economic support. Without this assis
tance Porluga'l would have been defeated 
, long ago. The Portuguese had earlier 
opened the colonies to foreign investment 
to give other western countries a stake 
in the maintenance of Portugal's power. 
Many of these "investments were held by 
U. S. companies-particularly Gulf in 
Angola-which exploited underpaid 
labor and resources while paying taxes 
to subsidize the Portuguese war effort. 
The U.S. was also interested in the 
colonies inasmuch as they protected its 
South African allies (the economic stake 
alone of the U. S. companies in this bloc 
was $1 billion) and strategic naval posi
tions in the Cape Verde islands and 
around the Cape of Good Hope sea 
route. 

For the_ U.S., unlike the Caetano 

PORTUGUESE-' 
GUINEA 

Luanda 
A.GOLA 

Atlantlo 
Ocea,,a 

government, there was little sentimen
tality involved. As long as the Porguguese 
were holding on the U.S. would support 
.them, even in the face of African op_g.,oJi:~ 
tion. Still, there was consciousness on 
the part of U.S. policy-makers that if 
the guerrillas gained the upper hand, 
U. S. interests would lie in favor of a 
neo-colonial strategy. Then, as Waldemar 
Nielsen, former president of the African
American Institute, suggested, American 
pressure might be used to bring "some 
progressive modification of Portuguese 
policy" in the hope that "this might w~ll 
be sufficient to restrain the more extreme 
and dangerous tendencies on the African 
side." 

The primary goal on the U. S. side 
would be to protect present'and future 
investments in the colonies. Angola 
alone has large amounts of oil, coffee, 
diamonds, and one billion tons of iron 
ore that are only beginning to be mined. 
As a London Times reporter wrote days 
before the coup, Angola "looks like it's 
becoming one of the richest countries 
in southern Africa-'-given the capital and 
technical know-how to develop it." 

PRELUDE TO THE COUP 

Events during 1973 indicated that 
Portugal was indeed on the verge of mili
tary collapse. Not only was there increas
ing opposition at home by both the mass
based political opposition and by under
ground revolutionary groups attacking 
military targets, but also by growing 
·cracks within the army itself. The inde
pendence declaration by Guinea-Bissau, 
where the Portuguese retained only a 
coastal foothold, and its quick recogni- • 
tion by \lmost 90 countries, was a major 
blow at the government. Perhaps the last 
straw was the continued advance of the 
Mozambique Libe,ration Front (FRELIMO) 
further into that country's south-operating 
600 miles from th.e Tanzanian border, 
threatening to cut the important Rhodesia
Beira rail line and stopping work on the 
Cabora Bassa dam project. 

There was another factor encouraging 
the coup. In July '1972 an agreement was 
signed to eliminate by 1977 trade barriers 
between Portugal a~d the Common 
Market countries. Thisi had been a major 
goal of the. Portu_gu~se 11_pper ~lass, but 
if it were to:succeed massive investm_,_ents 
would have to develop Portuguese indus
try before it lost all protection to outside 
competi tio!). 

Portugal's two.IJ1-0st·important indus-

17. 

J9 . 
'20'.'"" 
21. 

by the right wing. 52. 
To know the truth is not enough; 53. 

King Cole. 

one must . . . 54. 
ln..a.Jopiety~ those ?':ith sgvoritv __ 50 
Proximal.'.,. ~ - ~ ..... ,,• ,µ. 

Anarchistic group violence. 
Area fighting for statehood. 

24. 
27. 

29. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 

The theoretical journal of the 
German Social-Democratic Party, 
published from 1883 to 192-3, Die 
Neue .... 
Before noon. 
A subsidiary of Chrysler selling 
.auto parts. 
Vietnamese hero . ..,, 
Right:.! 
Complementary to 24 down. 
3.141592635. 
Emotion feg by oppressed person 
towards oppressors. 

trial combines-the Cc:impanhia Uniao 
Fa!:>ril (CUF, a $3-billion company that 
controls the economy of Guinea-Bissau) 
and the Champalimaud Group (which 
played a key role in the economies of 
Angola and Mozambique) both had 
close ties to Spinola and both had become 
tired_ of the war. Some of their branches 
in the provinces, particularly those of 
CUF, were actually losing money because 
of the conflict. They supported Spinola 
to save their overseas investments while 
cutting military costs,. 

As for Spinola himself, he comes 
from a model background (at least from 
the point of view of the Portuguese 
oligarchy): from one of the most impor
tant fascist ruling families, graduate of 
the military academy, volunteer on the 
fascist side of the Spanish Civil War, 
went to Nazi.Germany for further train
ing, observer with Nazi troo~ on the 
Russian front, volunteered for service. 
in Angola, and, finally,rnilitary governor 
of Guinea-Bissau. In Guinea-Bissau he 
introduced some of the main techniques 
he plans to include a{onside his common
wealth scheme. He organized the use of 
troops for "civic action" projects and 
pushed for "Africanization" ofth~ occu
pation ·army. Many of his ideas are 
derived directly from U.S. military 
strategy. 

CAN SPINOLA succeed in his plan 
for autono)lly within a framework of 
Portuguese con~rol? The Portugu~se have 
lost in Guinea-Bissau. Nothing can save 
them and, indeed, given the relatively few 
resources and few white settlers in the 
country, maintaining power there can 
hardly be their main priority. On the other 
hand, the Portuguese still hold all the 

59. 
61. 
63. 

67. 

,A word for.manager, connoting the -::J 
•role of agent of oppression. ~-
What happened to Martin Luther Kin~ - · 
Our official agency of Aggression. I 

Suffix implying addition of water 
to a fruit juice. 
Measure of acidity-alkalinity. 

Puzzle-nuts who have agonized for hours 
over these gems: please feel free_ to write 
-us for the answer to any puzzle we print. 
On political questions, however, we 
make no such promises. 

strategically important Cape Verde Islands 
wpich the Party for the Independenc;e of 

. Guinea-Bissau and the-Cape Verde 
(P AIGC) has pledged to unite with the 
mainland. The Portuguese can be expec
ted to continue efforts, which the 
PAIGC will reject, to divide the futures 
of the two. -

• . ~O\IEII(~ !(!ti s:, ':. 

l ) -~~· 
In Mozambique, FRELIMO has also 

rejected the Portuguese plans but the 
'latter have already begun to sponsor a 
"multi:racial" party, the Group for the 
Union of Mozambique (GUM), and will. 
possibly try to use it to establish a puppet 
government. 

In Angola, where the Popular Move
ment for the Liberation ·of Angola 
(MPLA) is weaker than in the other colo
nies, the Portuguese chances seem best. 
_Angola is, after all, the most valuable of 
the colonies with the largest num.ber of 
white settlers. TJ-iere also exists a group 
under the leadership of Holden Roberto 
which is a puppet of Zaire. ~ince Zaire 
also has close ties to the U. S. it is possible 
that Robert<;> could become part of a 
neo-<:olonial solution giving Zaire .l 
indirectly a slice of the pie. 

But in the next few years it is doubt
ful whether any stable nect-colontal 
situation is possible. The African peoples 
have already gained too much experience 
in political and military struggle to stop 
short of complete independence, and 
Spinola has little to offer them at any 
rate. T1'e struggle continues .•. 
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Theatre Enriches 
Political Actions 

by Martin Bunzl and Scott Jackson give the standard liberal view of the city's 
Minneapolis NAM history and planning, complete with 

Battered Homes and Gardens: 
Women and the Subversion of the 
Community, by the Alive and 
Trucking Theatre Company. 

chorus line, songs, and juggling. 'They 
sing and dance their way through 
Minneapolis' transformation from a 
milling town to a diversified center of 
industry, commerce, and banking, and a 
''beacon of light to city planners every-

THE ALIVE AND Trucking Theatre where." 
Company has created a new play, But in the sixties something sinister 
Battered_Homes and Gardens, at once an creeps onto the stage, anathema (and 
education in urban politics, a link to boon)·to city planners and corporate 
community struggles, a victory celebra- liberals alike-"urban blight." Oµly 
tion, and a call to arms. through enlightened redevelopment on a 

Bourgeois theatre often succeeds in regional basis can urban blight and its 
creating rich characters immersed in associated troubles-crime, decay, rest-
-complex, if narrow, relationships. B4t less colonies, and disaffected youth and 
they act out their struggles in isolation, women-be pacified and harmony and 
cut off from the larger so9ial world that capitalist rationalization restored. 
would politicize their personal actions I The scene shifts to the central focus 
and"oive them meani·ng. If the world is of the play: the conflict caused when the f d G b t 

IY d , ff ( · h Over a beer at the' neighborhood bar, Dad (-r) tells his rien eorge a ou 
allowed to l·ntrude, 1·t 1·s only to make city coor inator so ice representmg t e 

8 · f M B 11· d T ·11· d the recent iayoffs down at ears. the play "topical." Political theatre, on interests O r. i ion an n ion an 
the other hand, paints its chara~ters in Mr. White McKnight) plans to build a part of their union) who takes out his 
broad and unambiguous tones. They . new highrise complex, "Looming Environ- . frustrations and insecurity on Mom. 
represent contending ideologies or groups mental Site." (How can the peo,ple ask Both in turn lean on their teenage daugh-
rather than flesh-and-blood individuals. for more-we're giving them :{.ES!") A ter Jackie and her radical friend, a 
In the welter of polemic and propaganda working class family refuses to offer its waitress named Beth. Beth numbers 
the personal dimension of political home up to the bulldozers. The play among her customers Max and Phoebe 
struggle is often lost. details the growth of this conflict, as the as they plan the city's future. The incest 

In their latest play' Alive and Truck- planners go blindly on-their merry way' deepens as we le,arn that Mom and Dad 
ing has attempted to synthesize and .ignoring citizen complaints (while have a second daughter, Sally, who works 
transcend the limitations of both politi- proposing citizens' participation boards as Max's secretary. A~d Sally's husband, 
cal theatre and theatre as art. Although to co-opt them) and refining their vision Tom, is hired as a PR man by Max to put 
they model themselves to a great extent of the city, while the family becomes together a slide show to sell LES at the 
on the San Francisco Mime Troupe's progressively radicalized-moving from comi:nunity meeting. 
style of political theatre, in Battered individual protes~ to petitioning to a Their radicalization, the movement 
Romes and Gardens they go far beyond public meeting where they confront Max from apathy or outrage to action and 
the Troupe in their attempt to portray . and Phoebe and halt the project. victory, emerges from the interaction of 
the psychological and sociological The plot is at once simple and com- self-interest and personality on the one 
dimensions of political life. plex. The drama gains depth because hand, and a growing ·political awareness 

The play opens to a convention of new. dimensions are interwoven through and willingness to act collectively on the 
city planners at the Minneapolis A~dito-· every character in the play. other. For example, Mom ("They don't 
rium. Max A'Milliof!, city coordinator Mom is a fifty-year-old housewife call me Mrs. Sherlock Holmes for 
(dresse9.,il.S-.1:he Pillsbury doughboy), and whose ~ife centers ~roun~ h~r husband ~~t~ing.") is a J?YStery buff who is 

-:-~-~ort Phoebe, a bourgois feminist and children. Dad 1s a sh1ppmg clerk at m1tially drawn mto the fray because she 
-/ ("I am a woman with a Ph~D: in urban Sears (where other employees are getting loves to snoop around.and get to the 

~,;,., planning ... out, I "atn -atso i m6ther".":-:j-:--.,,..1atd..,.off"wlttfouf"any"irrte1Ve1rtloti"on·tne-~r,,b-ottq-nfortlrili'gs."""-'~-~1-· ·--· ~---- ,: .···", ' 

[·ETTERS 
To the NAM Editors: 

1 submitted an article about the April 
coup in Portugal to the editors of the 
NAM newspaper. For some reasoh, 
probably a misunderstanding, the editors 
considerably rewrote the article before 
publishing it. But they left my name on 
jt. Unfortunately, the article which 
appeared offered a somewhat different 
political analysis than the one I wrote. 

For example, in the first paragraph, 
the editors describe the Portuguese junta 
as "committed to a restoration-of 
democracy." I included material in my 
article indicating that the younger offi
cers who made the coup are somewhat 
naive and indeterminate in their 
ideology. In fact, the junta has already 
threatened repression if the workers 
continue efforts to intervene directly 
in the political process-·such ~s strikes, 
the removal of fascist managers, and 
direct action against the war in Africa. 

The ·editors also included several 
paragraphs on the Portugues_e Commu
nist Party-concluding with the laudatory 
comment that the Party is "generally 
credited with being the most legitimate 
anti-fascist organization." I had said 
little about the CP in my article because 
by that time of writing (May 6), it was 
unclear if it would live up to its.gener
ally revisionist reputation. By now 
(June 3), it has. Observers in-Portugal 
agree that the CP has made a deal with 
the junta to control the workers and the 
militant left parties in exchange for 
being included in.the government. 

Finally, near the end of the article, 
the editors inexplicably wrote, 
"(Spinola) is against an immediate cease
fire and negotiations." False! Spinola is 
for a ceasefire and negotiations. Negotia
tions with FRELIMO and PAIGC are 
already scheduled, but the guerrillas are , 
insisting on independence. Spinola wants 
a federation. It's possible that the NAM 
editors andl have political differences. 
My only objection is to having my nl).me 
sigi:ied to what they write. 

· Jim Mellen 

.. 
't-1/,tj 

Elsie (i:) tells Mom that petitioning's a fine thing, but it takes a lot more than 
"that to beat the downtown business interests. • 

Dear NAM Newspaper Collective, 

There is a large and growing socialist 
community in the Chapel Hill-Durham 
area. Though a lot of people aren't in 
NAM per se, we We{e p~rt o(.a coalition 
(along with Welfare rights, Ministerial 
Alliance, League of Women Voters, etc.) 
in calling originally for public hearings on 
the sale of utilities. 

A very real possibility for public own-' 
ership of the means of production is 
Mectric utility companies. Private, profit
making utility companies all over the 
country are being forced to put massive • 
rate increases into effect to keep their 
financial viability (to keep profits high) 
and to increase' dividends to their stock
holders. Hence, people all over the coun
try are furious. 

In Chapel Hill and Orange County, 
there was a re.!11 possibility for public 
ownership since the University was sell
ing its utilities and a public corporation 
had been formed to bid on it. The assump- -
tion was that the Commission appointed 
to make the decision would just automa
tically give the electric company to Duke 

Power and the phone to Southern Bell. 
Then we came Qn the scene, the 

Orange County Citizens for Alternative 
Power, called a press conference at the 
state capitol (which got excellent TV 
coverage), began a petition campaign, 
contacted local support groups, etc. They 
decided to have a "public" hearing-for 
one hour at 10:00 a.m. After we issued 
more statements calling it a "mockery," 
they scheduled an evening meeting. 

Then the newspapers and. radio picked 
up on it, giving great coverage to my 
statements in the I-hour hearing and 
good coverage to the next hearing. It was 
a real "people's victory"-the place was 
packed and people from all over the area 
(farmers, profes&o·rs, engineers, realtors, 
etc.) spoke up in'support of theyublic~ 
corporation, mainly for reasons of local 
control. Although the final decision has 
not been made, the public input-once 
we forced them to have it-was ·overwhelm
ing and will be hard to go against. 

I hope that you can give this same kind 
of coverage in th~ context of other con
crete issues that'people can organize 
around-and tpat pres'ent real possibilities 

Tl).ough the play move's inexorably 
toward a happy and utopian ending, it 
raises a number of thorny issues along 
the way. Particularly exciting is the way 
in which Alive and Trucking attempts to 
contrast the bourgeois feminism of 
Phoebe (with her recent article on women 
in leadership jn MS. and her motto: · 
"~qual treatment of women bosses"), 
and the efforts of Mom and her commu
nity to struggle around their sexual 
politics in relation to other·aspects of 
thei~ oppression. Alive and Trucking 
be·gan three 'yeats aga a:s a consciously 
feminist' com'pany, and their growth 
toward a socialist feminist politics and 
their portrayal of the struggles of work
ing men and women with their contra
dictory and often sexist politics without 
underplaying or idealizing them, may 
have outstripped many members of the 
audience, particularly those people 
whose lives they portray. Their charac
terization of Bourgeois feminism seems 
at fimes heavy-hande# while·their rea}is
tic portrayal of the relationships of Mom 
and Dad, and Sally and Tom, might 
easily be accepted without understanding 
their more important function, of 
critique. 

Their socialist feminist politics emerge 
more importantly, if less obviously, 
through one of the major theses of the 
Rlay: that women, because of th€ir unique 
oppression and the roles ordained them 
by society, are the basis of the commun
ity. They possess a greater sense of the 
community-its existence, problems, 
need~. They participate in an informal 
network of communication and influence. 
And they are best suited to organize and 
mobilize the community. In Battered 
Homes and Gardens Mom, Beth, and 
Jackie in the streets, and Sally in the 
suites, are the front-line organizers who 
are instrumental in defeating LES. Des
pite some initial hesitation, arr unwilling
ness to get involved in a project that 
seems at first hopeless, and an acquired 
self-doubt, they prove to be persistent 
and canny. The men are largely adjuncts. 

That is the primary defect of the play: 
the men are less well delineated, less will
ing to act, less sympathetic. In political 
theatre some characters are more super
ficial than others. They are often carica
tures, or represent positions and contend
ing forces rather than real people. The 
plot, the setting, the assumptions of 
Battered Homes and Gardens all work to 
limitJhe male characters to superficial 
and static roles. 

Alive and Trucking has not been satis
fied to reconcile itself to the limitations 
of political analysis that_can, be projected 
in guerrilla theatre. Yet their alternative 
in this·play has often been to place key 
characters in didactic roles at crucial 
points in the play just to remind the audi
ence that things aren't as simple as they 
seem. For example, Beth points out that 
the community does need new housing 

( Continued oil Page 11) 

for victory. I think that public ownership 
of ut)lity·companieqs the wave of the 
future. 

In struggle, 

Len S5anley 
C. P. Gilman NAM 
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Voluntarism 
( Co1.1tinued from Page 6) / 

ployment would serve to depress wages 
and job opportunities by creating more 
competition for scarce jobs. 

Since much volunteer work entails 
educational activities, it would increase 
an already criticar surplus of teathers 
existing in the country. Jacob Clayman 
of the AFL-CIO has stated, "If in the 
process of providing socially valuable 
·goods and services as well.as wholesome 
training for youth, we destroy the eco
nomic standards of their elders, we 
indeed would be jumping from the frying 
pan into the fire." By depressing wages, 
volunt1arisrri indirectly adds profits to the 
overstuff~d pockets of the capitalists. 

WOMEN AS VOLUNTEERS 

The government and the Center have 
been aiming much of their work at middle 
and upper class women who have tradi
tionally been the backbone of volunteer 
activity. Because women are socialized 
to smooth over personal conflict within_ 
the family, they are particularly well 
suited to apply their nurturing skills to 
an ill society. 

Given their well-intentioned goals, 
what's wrong with the fine tradition of 
women as volunte,ers? 

First of all,'the key to the general sub
ordination of women in the U.S., both 
at work and at home, is that "women's 
work" is not considered worthy of pay. 
The new "social change" terminology 9f 
this national voluntarism represents a 
cynical attempt to co-opt women's 
increasing activism -and dissatisfaction 
with their own and other's oppression, 
into the same old unpaid service work
at best, in paraprofessional positions, or 
in weak lobby groups. 

Secondly, much service-oriented 
voluntarism separates women by class. 
Privileged women who have time to 
donate to volunteer work bestow their 
services upon non-privileged women. 

Utilities 
(Continued from Page 4j 
law requiring utilities to provide.a-basic 
minimum of gas and electricity to house-. 
holds at a fair and reasonable· cost hot 
subject to increase, 3) hearings on publk 
power, arid 4) an end to "price-fixing 
and profiteering,"-i.e., pressuring the 
Public Utilities Commission to force 
PG&E to fight its suppliers for lower oil 

· and natural gas prices rather than pass 
them on to the consumer. 

E&GP has turned out hundreds of 
people for PUC hearings and demonstra
tions at PG&E headquarters. The organ
ization has opened up closed PUC 
meetings and has forced the PUC to cut 
$31 million from a recent $90-million 
fuel adjustment rate..i.ncrease request. 

On the other side of the country, 
the Vermont Alliance, the Vermont 
Public Interest Research Group (VPIRG), 
and the legislative liaison of the National 
Council of Senior Citizens joined nine 
other groups last summer to fight for 
"lifeline" electricity service. The costs of 
the service are to be borne QY large 
energy users which will begin to reverse 
the rate structure. A "lifeline" bill has 
now been introduced into the Vermont 

policy rather than changing policy. 
Many volunteers soothingly apply band
aid, individual solutions to institutional 
conflict. Satisfying as such personal 
service may be, there is a nagging feeling 
that, like housework, "women's work is 
never done." 

state legislature. . 
The Vermont Alliance has also pro

posed that the state take over the 
Central Vermont Public Service Com
pany's' electricity transmission system 
and replact, it with cooperatively-owned 
distribution companies. 

More recently, the Vermont State 
Supreme Court blocked the utilities 
from using the state's automatic fuel 
adjustment clause until the next Public 
Service Commission hearing. 

Just to the south, the Massachusetts 
Energy Consumers Alliance (MECA), 
which includes the Attleboro and 

. 
cause why the 13.8% interim rate hike 
should not be overturned. 

A neighboring organization, Long 
Island Citizens in Action, is fightirtg a 
19% Long Island Light Company (Lilco) 
rate increase, the fifth such increase 
since 1970. With its slogan "Say No to 
l.;ilco," Long Island Citizens in Action 
is qemanding restructu_red rates and an 
elected Public Service Commission. If 
these demands aren't met, the group wiU 
consider a move to put municipalization 
on the November ballot. 

SOUTHERN ST ATES 

Malden Teachers Associations, the In North Carolina and Kentucky, an 
State Older American Association, and exciting two-pronged struggle is under 
the Society of Jesus (Jesuits), delivered way against Duke Power·and its coal-
petitions with 60,000 signatures to a producing subsidiary, the Eastover 
Department of Public Utilities hearing Mining Company. . 
on April 30 demanding an end to the Duke Power is asking for a 17% ($60 
fuel adjustment clause. As mentioned million) rate increase on top of a 10% 
earlier, 16,000 Boston-area residents increase granted only a few months ago. 
have stopped paying theft Boston Edison The fight against the rate___hike is being 
bills to protest skyrocketing utilities waged by groups including Caro~ina Tax 
rates.. · Action and New American Movement 

MECA wants the fuel adjustment (NAM). , 
Jurned into "low-interest enemy loans" Meanwhile, in Harlan, Kentucky, 180 
to be paid back to Boston Edison's miners are striking Eastover's Brookside 
customers. The organization also wants mine for union recognition. Last June, 
the utility to push for an independent the miners overwhelmingly voted to join 
audit of the oil companies. the United Mine Workers, but company 

In nearby Connecticut, local 200 of officials have adamantly refused to 
the United Electrical, Radio, and recognize the union. , 
Machine Workers (UE) representing In a striking display of unity, the 
700 employees at Bryant Electric Brookside miners have joined forces with 
Com}>any in ·Bridgeport, is circulating the North Carolina utilities activists in a 
petitions calling for the abolition of combined effort to beat Duke Power and 
automatic fuel adjustments. its Eastover Mining Company subsidiary. 

In New York City, where Consoli- A petition drive has been undertaken, and 
·dated Edison rates have jumped 35% in -controntations with Duke representatives 
the last six months and where some have been s(aged involving consumer, 
owners of all-electric homes are getting labor, church, student, and other groups. 
monthly bilfs of $250-$300, several. Over in Arkansas, an impressive group 
outraged consumer group~ are militantly known as ACORN (Arkansas Community 
fighting new rate hikes. AC-DC (Active Organization for Reform Now) success-
Consumers Defy Con Edison), FACE fully fought a $12.2 million Arkansas-
(Fight Against Con Edison), and other Louisiana Gas Campa~ (ArkLa) rate 
groups have held demonstrations at increase that had gone into effect in 
Public Service Commission hearings and November without Public Service Com-. 
in Queens, Westchester, and Staten mission approval. The rate hike increased 
Island against a $13.8% ($174.7 million) residential bills from 30-64%. 
interim rate increase. Con Ed wants a ACORN's tactics includecl a"petitio~-

But people prefer to struggle for the 
self-determination and right to ba~ic , 

-<; 'hummnei-vices:('11ealth;adequate fooa, 

WOMEN,_AND MEN, theq., must 
redirect their energy to activity that will 

~ .,r~.IDJ}t j.n,.J:las.i,c.jnstiJ:utipn;µ clJ.ang,~,..J:hat . ....,., 
- will insure that the basic needs of all 

29.3% permanent increase over-two drive, several demonstrations at comp~~Y ~ 
...Y~ars JY~ .... i(,ITT:anJ_e~~~427. __ ....offices,...a·nd,..a "Turn Off ArkLa Day" ori ., 
~ milfion•more in yearly revenues for the February 20 during which participants / 

'f 

shelter, childcare, employment), rather 
than depend on someone else's charity. 
Additionally, what's given to the "needy" 
can always be taken away unless the 
services are formally 'institutionalized. 
Why must fulfillment of basic human 
needs take place outside of 0lJr eco!1omy? 

Thirdly, much volunteer work aun~ 
at patchin$,UP the results of bad pu?lic 

people are met. This work, because it 
threatens monied interests, will usually 
not be funded, and is technically 
"volunteer." 

But the significant difference is whether 
such adion gets at the roots of social 
proble~s. This unpaid work would then 
not be called "voluntarism," but ·political 
and econ91J1ic struggle.• 
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utilities 
(Continued from Page I'!) 

than half and ordered ArkLa to give cash 
refunds to all overcharged customers. The 
PSC also ordered ArkLa to take steps 
toward rate equalization. 

Down in Austin, Texas, 800 senior 
citizens, armed with 20,000 ~ignatures, 
each with a tea bag attached, held an 
Au.stin Tea Party to petition the governor 
for lower utility rates. 

MID-WEST 

In Chicago, the Citizens Action 
Program (CAP) Senior Citizens Coalition 
is fighting a proposed Commonwealth 
Edison rate increase and the utility's 
whole discriminatory rate structure. 

A little to the .north along Lake 
Michigan, 50 members of the Milwaukee 
Tenants Union demonstrated on March 
19 against the Wisconsin Gas Company, 
demanding an Emergency Fund to help 
customers pay increased heating costs. 
The demonstrators attempted to pay 
their bills with bags of groceries in orde.r 
to show, as one protester put it, that 
"we have to take more and more money 
away from food and clothing just to 
~eep our homes warm." 

Other utility fights have taken place 
or are under way in Washington,-D. C., 
Philadelphia, Maryland, Michigan, 
Maine, Nevada, Rhode Island, Minnesota, 
and Oregon. 

Ail over the country, people ~re fino
ing that utilities organizing provided a 
good way to get a handle on the so
called "energy crisis." 

Bert Deleeuw, coordinator of the 
Movement for Economic Justice (MEJ), 
a national clearing house for all sorts of 
current neo-populist organizing, has 
·analyzed the advantages of utilities 
fights. Writing in the February, 1974, 
issue ofJust Economics, the MEJ news
lettef, Deleeuw argues that utilities is 
"an issue that impacts locally, an issue 
that is immediate and specif)c and 
realizable." It is "an issue which builds. 
a mass-based constituency demanding 

ur resources." · 
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that "while we are organizing locally 
- against rate hikes, for fairer rate 

structures, and against pollution, we 
will be taking on a fight against the 
banks, the @il companies, and many 
other big money interests." Deleeuw 
concludes, "By starting to organize, we 
can build a moveme'nt_to take·back'our 

power-energy and political-from the 
special interests that have robbed it 
from us." 

NEWSPAPER COLLECTIVE 

Laurie Gitlin That Deleeuw is a militant populist 
and not a socialist only serves to empha
size that utilities organizing can be an 
excellent area for socialists to work in. 
Utilities is definitely an issue whose 
time has come.-• 

oc)1 Griffin 
Dan Marschall 
Jean NQte 
Nick Rabkin 
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United Auto Workers 
environment. We said we didn't have any 
instant answers but that if they (i.e., the 
companies) would refuse to work with us 
ccroperatively to this end, then that 
would be an item of confrontation be
tween us. And a letter of agreement pro
vides joint committees on this question, 
on work design, ·at-both tlie corporate · 
and local level.., 

introduce these job experiments, then at 
least_ the UAW shou!d take part. This in 
no way represents a real desire to come 
to grips with the issue of the quality of 
life on the job.* (Continued from Page J) 

For decades these elections have been a 
farce, a mere formality. There has not 
been a serious contest for top office 
'since Walter Reuther beat R. J. Thomas 
in 1946. Then why the push for a three
year term? First, it enables Woodcock, 
who would otherwise have to retire in 
1976, to wind up the '76 negotiations 
and not leave his successor wfth a bar
gaining crisis at the start·of his first term. 
Ahd second, it enables the leadership 
to coordinate bargaining on three-year 
contracts. In either case, it reflects-a 
growing trend toward longer-term con
tracts, more conservative bargaining, and, 
most of all, less d~mocracy in the UAW. 

FLOOR FIGHT 

The floor fight on the three-year term 
furnished a rallyin~ point for all the dissi
dents. The United Natjonal Caucus (UNC) 
took the lead and tried to organize a 
broader front, hoping to include many 
delegates who'were pro-Woodcock, but 
opposed to the three-year term. Appar
ently even the l'nternational Executive 
Board was split.•But the final vote was a 
clear victory for the leadership, by per
haps as much as three to one. 

The defeat took the steam out of the 
UNC d_rive. Every-other vote until adjourn
ment was overwhelmingly in the Interna
tional's favor. On thrusday, all local 
offices· were tied to the national three
yea~ term, pulling them one step closer 
to Solidarity House and one step farther 
from the rank and file. 

Finally, also on-Thursday-the last day 
of the convention-the other key issue ' 
of contract ratification,came up. In 1973 
skilled workers at Ford who, like all 
skilled auto workers, have had the right 
to veto contracts since 1967, rejected 
their natioJ:!al agreement by almost 4 to 
1. Woodcock, ignoring both the consti
tution and their vote, declared the con
tract binding. The Int~rnati9nal, now try
ipgJ~~r 9v~r .!he yQnJlist,,_pr.t:par,@d a_ 

statement/resolution assuring Ford wor
kers that nothing had changed. They 
still had the right to ratify, but not to 
vote, which the Ihterhationaf Executive 
Board now claimed they never really had 
in tne first place. In other words, you 

'can always vote yes;youjust can't vote 
no. After a lengthy but fujile debate, 'the 
resolution passed overwhelmingly. 
Shortly afterwards, the meeting.was 
abruptly adjourned and the 24th UAW 
convenlion came to a close. 

GROWING REBELLION 

But democracy was not the only thing 
missing from this.convention. There was 
also the complete unwillingness of the 
UAW leaders to acknowledge the growing 
rebellion qf young workers in the factor
ies. As Paul Schfade, ex-UAW regional 
director said in a leaflet distributed on 
the convention floor, "Workers·are rebel
ling against boring and stupid jobs, 
ma~hine-paced jobs, unsafe and unhealthy 
working conditions, dictatorial work 
rules, and heavy-handed harassment of 
supervisors. Workers are rebelling in nega
tive ways: through absenteeism, apathy, 
drugs, booze, violence, sabotage, and low
quality work. Production is being so 
seriously disrupted that it is the top prob
lem facing officials of unions, corpora
tions, and government." 

Auto workers, in-other words, are 
desperately searching for something bet
ter than the "prison factory;" and, so far, 
neither their union nor the companies 
has offered any real alternative, except 
earlier retirement. Indeed, Schrade him
self W\lS recen"t!y purged from the UAW 
for trying to seriously raise these issues 
from within the bureaucracy. 

This refusal to deal with the j)roblem 
of work was confirmed in President 
Woodcock's keynote address delivered 
on Sunday afternoon. In great detail 
Woodcock laboriously analysed the last 
contract signed ip. 1973, but only at one 

UNION TAILS COMPANIES 

Job re-design, or job enrichment is 
one of several management strategi~s 
aimed at changing jobs to make them 
~ore varied and human, as a way of try
mg to ease dissatisfaction in the plants. 
In this respect, GM':md Ford are more 
advanced than the UAW. Indeed, current 
thinking of top management goes far 
beyond this. Recently for example, 
Henry Ford, after visiting the new 
Kamalar Volvo plant in Sweden where 
the traditional assembly line has been 
abolished, called it a "miracle." This 
remains true although the company's 
ultimate purpose is greater profits, not a 
humane work environment. 
_ But-in 1973 the UAW was only 

·respondin_g to company pressure. They 
have no real interest in job redesign, 
either from the top down, as manage
ment would lik~ it, or from the bottom 
up, as part of a.strategy of rank-and
file control. Instead they reasoned that 
if the corporations were determined to 

CAUCUS LIMITATIONS 

But at the same time none of the 
rank-and-find groups have understood 
the impqrtance of this issue either. The 
UNC proposal on working conditions, 
for example, entitled "Rebuild the Union 
in the Shops," stresses the need to fight 
for 1emocracy on the shop floor ,..as their 
members fought for it on the convention 
floor. But making the union more respon
sive to rank-and-file pressure is not a 
substitute for a program to humanize and 
democratize theworkplace itself. Lack
ing this dimension, the UNC, like the 
other caucuses, seems doomed to remain 
isolate a and ineffective. Only by bringing 
the struggle for up.ion democracy toge
ther with the struggle for industrial 
democracy, will a majority of auto work
ers be persuaded to jpin the fighfto take 
control of_their union, their job, and 
their society. • 

*For a superb introduction to the recent 
history of the UAW and the problems of 
auto workers see William Serrin The 
Company and the Union, Alfred Knopf, 
New York, 1973, artd a new revised ecli
tion soon to be released in paperback. 

point did he allude to the deeper issues. UAW's Leonard Woodcock Jeans across boardroom table to·shalce hand.-wlth PM' vi · • · . 
He said,.'!w~~nted t9.i~p;~he,~_rk...,bil!_tpr~-.SQ~f(!ct.._,,.....,,.,...., •. _,, _ ___ __ _ • t:trpl'llSklllntGeor!:'M"!.',s-•s_ts11cs .,., 

-Irish General Strike thhe was initial. widespread support for 
its ,aims in the Protestant community (as 
the 52% anti..Sunningdale vote in Fe]?ru
ary had demonstrated). Second, the 

_ for _a, pha_sed withdrawal of ~r.itish __-
pohhcal influence. The, ProVIs1orra:nltX=;' 
committed to using violence to drive 

(Continued from Page I) 

In Northern Ireland, this general 
election revolved around one issue, 
Sunningdale, and at the ballot box 52% 
voted against this imposed settlement. 
Eleven of the 12 Ulster M.P.'s joined 
the new Labor-dominated Parliament at 
Westminster, to demand the 'rights of 
their constituents to the democratic pro
cess of electing representatives to replace 
an Executive that had been structured. 
and appointed without the participation 
of the Ulster people. 

On the strength of the vote in the 
British elections, it was clear that a 
majority would have decided to throw 
out Sunningdale. 

The new Labor Prime Minister., 
Harold Wilson, refused these demands. 
He had won by a very slim margin, 
and his mandate to govern depended on 
the support of the British public,~ who 
now wanted Britain to pull out of 
Ulster and stop the_ diversion of their 
taxes in cleaning up the mess in 
Northern Ireland. Moreover, _the eleven 
Ulster M.P.'s•belop.g to the Unionist 
Party, the Ulster version of the Conser
vative Party in Britain. 

Deprived of self-determination by the 
British, and denied their just recognition 
of their long years of allegiance tQ the 
British Crown, the Ulster Protestants 
decided on industrial a~tion. 

A SUCCESSFUL GENERAL STRIKE 

In most countries, the state monoli
zes the legitimate use of force, and is 
able to break workers' strikes under 
the guise of imposing la..w and order 
by deploying its civilian militia and 
armed forces. In Northern Ireland, 
the British government (which had 
always taken responsibility for the 
armed defense of Ulster) has lost this 
monopoly 1 because it,has failed to make 
the border safe against IRA·attacks. 

In April, 1974, a month before_ the 
strike, Prime Minister Wilson gave into 
µemands from the. UI_ster community to 
legalize one of the Protestant para-

military forces, the Ulster Volunteer 
Force (UVF). At the same time, the 
Ulster Workers' Council (UWC)'first 
appeared on the political scene, with 
a strategy of using in(fustrial action to 
force Britain to renounce the Sunning
dale agreel)lent. 

When the UWC called for a general 
strike in May, the workers knew that 
their withdrawal of labor-power would 
be backed up by military defensive 
action from the newly-legalized UVF. 
Once the strike had brought about the 
collapse of the day-to-day operation of 
the social order, all the outlawed para:: 
military foi:ces, including the IRA, were 
free t_o operate in public. Not only did 
they police the workers' residential 
communities, and the picket lines at the 
factories, but also provided patrols to 
monitor the movement of jndustrial 
supplies, and the disfribution of gas; 
food, medical supplies, and the mail. 

There are three reasons why. the 
strike proceeded unchallenged. First, 
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• strikers were able to mobilize grass-roots 
organizations to provide for the immed
iate needs and welfare of the community, 
thus r~taining·their support. Third, and 
most impo~tant, the workers were able 
to back up their strike with military 
force,. This factor became especially 
important in the second week of the 
strike, when the British government 
(against the advice of its army bfficials) 
ordered the troops flown in. What 
Britain's new Labor government had 
failed to recognize was that the strike 
had so integrated military and civilian 
activity that any military "solution" 
was doomed to failure:- · 

Catholics, who had been given a 
"share" of the Executive at Sunning
dale and had a stake iri its continuance, 
nonetheless generally observed picket .,. 
lines. They had been shaken on the 
second day of the strike when a bomb, 
probably planted by Protestant .extrem
ists in Dublin, exploded, killing 27 
people. As a result, the IRA surfaced to 
protect Catholic communities, but 
recognized the -fight as one between 
Protestants and England. 

The reluctant British troops made 
little effort to challenge the control of 
the UWC's paramilitary for9es over the 
vital means of industrial production and 
community sustenance. This situation 
was a blow to the Northern Ireland 
business community whose sole aim 
was to get the economy going again. So 
they d!lcided to ignore their tacit alli
ance with the public forces of law and. 
order and negotiate direct with the 
uwc. 

The consent of Ulster business ow
ners and industrialists to the workers' 
cause was the final straw that broke 
the back of Sunningdale. Deprived of 
their support, the eleven-man Northern 
Ireland Executive resigned (all except 
for .the four members of the Catholic
based Social and Democratic Labor 
Party) and Britain reimposed .direct rule. 

The strike has forc~d a significant 
realignment of forces in the Northern 
Ireland struggle, and has set_ the st~ge 

out the British, has for the first time 
since .its 1 ~69 split from the Officials 
(who were prepar.ed to delay military 
tactics in the hope of a political victory), 
developed a base inside the' Northern~ 
Irish community among a section of the 
Catholic workers in Belfast. The Ulster 
bourgeoisie-has identified itself openly 
with- the demands of the Ulster working 
community, and dissociated itself from 
the British ruling group. · 

The British Parliament is no longer 
debating the religious fanaticism of 
Ulster, but openly recognizing the emer
gence of a new historical force, Ulster 
nationalism. Exhausted British tax.: 
payers now have a stronger lever on 
British policy than under the Conserva
tive Party. The initiative for reformulat
ing the constitutional status of Northern 

_ Ireland has. passed from the paperworK · 
of British and Irisli state o'fficials, into· 
the hands of.the Ulster worlcing class. 

At the same time, there are grave 
predictions that the _strike has destroyed 
the labor-intensive economy of.Northern 
Ireland. The economic miracle that has 
kept it going since the beginning of the 
troubles in 1969 has been "good indus
trial relations." As long as the political 
and social conflict was not fought but
on the shop floor, businessmen have 
been willing to continue and even ex
pand their enterprises to take advantage 
of the availa~ility of labor, and govern
ment grants. 

It has now been demonstrated that 
the British government's military strength 
is inadequate to protect and guarantee 
the uninterrupted· operation of factories 
and the continued flow of profits. 

Already,- five firms that had been nego
tiating with the British government 
for loans and grants to invest in 
Northern Ireland have now dropped 
their negotiations. Hopefully, the 
dramatic closing of factories will thrust 
on to the strife-tom working commu
nity a more immediate awareness that 
the struggle to be fought is not the 
geo-politics of' 'tlie constitutional status 
of Northern Ireland, but the still 
unchallenged operation of capitalist 
exploitation. • · 
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